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I. IlmtODUC?IOK 

The telecOlm!"unications sector h•s been fundamentally and pervasively 
transformed by the Information Technology (IT) revolution. The rapid and 
widespread diffusion and application of digital micro-electronic technology 
through the whole of the teleco..uuications sector has given rise to a 
plethora of new products and services that have proved to be far superior to 
those based on electro-aechanical technology. The characteristics of these 
products - lover costs, more features, greater reliability - has led to a 
tremendous expansion of the worldwide market for telecOllllU1lications despite 
the restraining effects of global recession through the first half of this 
decade. After expanding annually at more than 12 per cent for nearly a 
decade, by 1986, global sales of telecOllllUJlications equipment had reached US 
tl09 billion and by 1995 are expected to be close to US $240 billion annually, 
in current prices. 

In parallel vitb this, the pervasive applicability of microelectronics 
throughout the whole of the electronics "coaplex" of industries - computers, 
office equipment, components, telecolllDUllications, etc. - has provoked the 
convergence of these industries, gradual~y eroding traditional market 
bound~ries. This has led to a rush of nev entrants in the teleco111DU11ications 
equipment industry that i~ severely challenging the established 
manufacturers. Competition within the sector is now technology-based be it 
aimed at protecting existing markets or at gaining access to new, rapidly 
growing markets. 

These trends in technology and industrial structure have in turn 
stimulated a dramatic upheaval in established regulatory practices in what was 
once, because of its alleged characteristics as a "natural" monopoly, a highly 
regulated largely monopolistic sector. Pressures from users to gain rapid 
access to the new array of services have led to pressures from nev producers 
to be allowed to supply this burgeoning demand. 

In the face of this, the regulatory structure in place in most developed 
countries has been or is being completely overhauled. Monopoly public sector 
enterprises are being privatized; close, even collusive, relationships between 
public sector procurement agencies and monopoly private suppliers are be~ng 
broken up and much more competition is now being allowed in both equipment and 
service supply. 

The same pressures for d£regulation and liberalization are at work 
internationally with regard to international flows of teleco11111unications 
equipment and services. Established regulatory practices at the international 
level are being assailed by proponents of open markets and greater 
competition. The whole machinery of international telecoanunications 
regulation is being forced to respond to what are essentially 
technology-induced pressures for c4ange. 

Among all sectors Gf importance to the long-term economic development 
prospects of developing countries teleco11111unications in the one most 
profoundly affected by new IT. In turn it is increasingly recognized that a 
modern, efficient teleco11111unlcations system is one of the most critical 
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elements of the industrial inFr•structure. This iaportance has been 
enormously enhanced by the central role of digital telec<>11m1Dlications as the 
"highways of the Information Age". Because of this and because of the 
pervasive nature of the impacts mentioned above, developing colDltries are 
faced with policy implications across a very broad range of fronts. These 
include not only policy issues relating to the development of the sector and 
the regulation of the domestic supply of telecOllllUllications services but also 
industrial policy in its broadest sense, trade policy and strategies for 
attracting foreign investment. 

There is a general presumption that the IT revolution has had largely 
negative implications for developing countries. The technological frontier is 
seen to be aoving away froa the position of aost colDltries at a rapid rate; 
technology-based barriers to entry are thought to have aade aost sectors 
impenetrable except for a few advanced countries; traditional wage-based 
international coapetitive advantages are allegedly being eroded by automation 
in the Borth. 

Whether or not this pessimistic perspective is justified in other 
sectors is open to question. In the case of telec0111DUDications, it is 
certainly not legitimate. Technological change in telecOlllDU!lications has led 
to developments which on the whole are rather positive for developing 
countries. Yet t~ere is little appreciation that this is the case or why 
developments in this sector should be positive when they appear negative 
everywhere else. 

These positive aspects will not, of course, automatically translate into 
pervasive benefits for developing countries. Policies and strategies need to 
be designed that explott the opportunities that are open to developing 
countries in telec011111Dlications. Such policies in turn llllst be based on a 
coaprehensive understanding of the full range of technology-led changes in 
teleco11m1UDications - in products and processes, in industry structure and in 
approaches to domestic and international regulation. 

This paper attempts to provide an overview of the main developments in 
telecommunications and their policy implications. It starts in Chapter II 
with a brief ~eviev of the current situation with regard to telecoiliiliunleatlon5 
in developing countries and examines the arguments as to why 
telecomnunications is 3een as so important to long-term development 
prospects. This aay seem obvious - but in fact llGSt developing countries have 
massively unc!erinyested in telec01111UDications, primarily because many 
governments has failed to appreciate both the qualitative importance of 
telecOllllUllications and the scale of the quantitative benefits that derive from 
investmeiit in the sector. 

Chapter III turns to the technological changes that have transformed the 
sector and sets out the broad general implications for developing countries. 
Chapter IV examines the technology-induced and developed colDltry-led pressures 
tor change in doaestic regulatory practices in developing countries and 
reviews the policy implications of these. The analysis centers on the fact 
that there is a critical difference between the policy agenda embraced by the 
advanced c~untries in response to change in teleco1111UJ1ications and that faced 
by developing countrie1. 
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Within the developed countries, the basic teleco111unications 
infrastructure has long been in place, telecolllllunications services are used as 
an integral part of the productive effort in the economy and there is a wide 
range of dOllestic enterprises able and willing to supply both services and 
equipment under competitive conditions. Given t~e prior existence of 
conditions that would allow the operation of an efficient market, their policy 
aoves towards a rore open aarket situation are premised on the view that the 
social and e~onOllic benefits arising froa telec01m1UDications will best be 
attained by achieving the aaxi111mt possible degree of market freedOll. 

With a fev exceptions, aost developing countries lack the basic 
telec011DU11ications infrastructure, a viable doaestic equipaent and service 
supply sector and the conditions necessary for a properly functioning market 
that exist in the industrialized C01Dltries. Consequently, and in contrast to 
developed countries, the predoainant policy concern and objectives of 
developing co'IDltries in relation to tele~OlmlUllications 1111st be developmental 
in character. This :laplies the formidable task of building the basic 
telecOllDUllications network and of respondiJlb to the needs of a growing 
economy. This section discusses the logic and the reality of introducing 
changes in the regulatory environment in developing countries where 
developmental needs are foremost and where there are many factors at work that 
distort market operation. 

Chapter V discusses how technological and structural change have opened 
up new opportunities for local production and local learning in 
telec01mU11ications technology and explores the policy implications in the area 
of negotiation, t~chnology transfer and local capacity development. 
Chapter VI deals with the possibilities for regional collaboration and the 
necessity for compromise at the international level to ensure that developing 
co1Dltries extract the maxilllUD possible advantage froa the expansion oi global 
economic activity stimulated by changes in telecOllllunications technology. 
Chapter VII concludes the paper with the presentation of some general 
conclusions. 
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II. TELECOMMUBICATIORS: A CRITICAL ELEMEBT OF INDUSTRIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

There has long been a presumption in the developaent field that there is 
a strong positive correlation between the level of COllllUllications and the pace 
and degree of econOllic development. Starting with the classic work carried 
out by sociologists such as Rogers, Sehr ... and Lerner and carrying on through 
UIESCO's well Jcnovn correlation study in 1979, sociologists and development 
econoaists have sought to show that the expansion of COlmlUllications 
possibilities between social groups and econoaic entities helped create the 
necessari social and political conditions for dynamic development to 
proceed.-' 

However, despite this body of Jcnovledge and presumption in favour of the 
role of cOlllllUllications in the development process, the reality has been that 
invest:aent in the telecOllml\Dlieations infrastructure by developing colDltries 
has histo1ically been accorded a relatively low priority. Two broad sets of 
reasons have been put forward to explain this. First, despite the 
availability of 116Cro s~udies which shoved a correlation between indicators of 
cOlmUllication such as telephones/1000 people and GNP, it was very difficult to 
enUllerate and quantify the natio~al econ011ic and social beneficts of 
telecolmlUllications invest~~nt relative to investaent in other sectors and 
activities such as food production, water, power, schools, hospital and roads. 

Thus the entities r~sponsible for telecoaaunications administration in 
developing countries - often lcnovn as postal, telegraph and telephone agencies 
or PTTs - faced great obstacles in trying to convince their finance and 
planning ainistries to give priority to telecOllllUllications investment. They 
siaply were not able to provide sufficient econoaic justification for what 
would inevitably be very large capital expenditures (because of the "lumpy" 
nature of telec0111Dunications Investment) with a very long lead time and v~ry 
diffuse benefits coapared to other infrastructural invest:aents. 

Secondly, there vas a atrong pe~ception, particularly in countries vho
reached independence after the sec~nd World War, that te!ecOllml\Dlications 
services conferred direct benefits only upon a narrow and privileged portion 
of the population (i.e. foreign and upper incOlle groups). Telephones were 
therefore considered an expensive luxury - although it was recognized that the 
telephone system could be financially profitable since the state had the 
monopoly po~er to impose high tariffs. 

Consequently, the telecOllDUllications network, while exploited as a 
source of surplus, was not viewed as a legitimate candidate for major 
investment on equity and developmental grounds. There are no~able exceptions, 
however, as some countries such as the Republic of ~orea, Taiwan Province of 
China, Brazil, Ethiopia and El Salvador have, particularly in recent years, 
made a determined effort to upgrade their telecOllDUllications and allocate more 
resources to it. However the number of countries able to maintain this 
performance consistently is relatively low compared to those countries where 
performance has been poor. 

As a result, the tel~c011Dunications sector in most developing countries 
has suffered from massive underinvestment relative to both demand and economic 
return. The scale of this underinvestment ls manifest in various ways. In 
many countries, subscriber density is extremely low ranging from a high of 40 
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telephones per thousand people in Latin America to only 7 per 1000 in Africa, 
with large areas often averaging less than 1 telephone per thousand people. 
Deaand exceeds supply for even standard telephones by a large margin in most 
countries and the wait for getting an initial connection can often stretch 
above five years to even ten years or more.ll 

Rost of the services that do exist are conLentrated in urban centers -
in Brazil in 1985, 70 per cent of the telephone lines were in cities 
accounting for only 20 per cent of the population while in Thailand in 1981, 
89 per cent of the administrative districts containing 75 per cent of the 
population had no telephones. And for those areas where services do exist, 
the quality of service on offer is often extremely low with heavy call 
congestion at all tilles, a high percentage of UDllet and broken connections 
(frequently well above 50 per cent for even local calls, over 90 per cent for 
international calls) and long periods where there is no service available at 
all due to equipment failure and poor maintenance. 

While the social hardships imposed by these conditions are substantial, 
the economic costs are even greater due to major efficiency losses throughout 
the economy. Tnough malting macro estimates of these costs is nearly 
impossible, there is micro evidence available which indicates they are 
extremely high.JI There can be little doubt that lack of access to basic 
telecollllUJlications service is a key constraint on industrial development and 
overall economic advance. 

The shortcomings of the teleco1111unications system in developing 
countries are no doubt well known. From a policy perspective, however, it is 
much more important, to emphasize that recent and ongoing research carried out 
by the International Teleco11DU11ications Union (ITU), the World Bank and others 
is now yielding incontrovertible evidence that not only is there a direct 
positive relationship between economic advance and the availability of basi~ 
telephone services but that telec011Dunications investment can be fully 
justified on economic and social grounds. For example, a detailed review of 
the results of 10 recent teleco1111unications sector development progra111Des 
partly financed by the World Bank in Africa, Asia and Latin America showed 
that they averaged an 18 per cent economic rate of return overall, rising to 
36 per cent if consumer surplus is counted in. 

Looking specifically at the rural sector, the returns to investment in 
rural teleco111unications frequently exceed these averages. One example comes 
from the introduction of long distance telephones in the Amazon region of Peru 
in the late 1970s which resulted in substantial cost savings and increased 
revenue in river transportation; in another region of the same country, the 
use of telex for reservations in a rural tourist town, increased hotel 
occupancy from less than 50 per cent to more than 70 per cent; in Sri Lanka in 
the late 1970s, telephone access to market information allowed farmers to 
place their produce at 80-90 per cent of Colombo prices compared to 50-60 per 
cent before. 

More central to our concerns, a similar and even more imprea•ive body of 
evidence is accumulating with respect to the returns to teleco111unicationa 
investment which services the industrial sector. Thia is important because 
teleco111unicationa services are used in developing countries mainly for 
co111ercial reasons - in 1980 in Thailand, 62 per cent of telephone lines were 
connected to business subscribers with about 90 per cent of telephone calls 
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(including 50 per cent of those frOll residen~ial subscribers) related ma.inly 
to productive an~ distribution activities. 

An ITU study in Kenya identified nine mechanisms through which the 
efficiency of business firms could be improved via access to more extensive 
reliable telecOlmlllllications services - through facilitating business 
expansion, sales price increases, improved purchasing decisicns, reduced 
invent~ries, savings in vehicle use, reduction of down time, reduced 
distribution costs and lover ll&l'.agerial and labour costs. Cost-benefit 
analyses carried out in the Philippines and Costa Rica using samples of 
200-300 small firms and aeasuring econOllic gains againt telecOlmUllieations 
investment costs established benefit-cost ratios of 25:1 and 48:1 respectively. 

Quite apart froa this growing body of evidence on the economic benefits 
arising from telecOllmUllications inv~ taent, it is no~ well documented that, as 
referred to above, telephone systems remain highly profitable activities e~en 
when run poorly.!1 Taken together, this evidence about firm-level gains 
supports theories rooted in the economics of information which, a priori, 
argue that communication, by reducing uncertainty, increases the probability 
of economic units ma.king correct decisions and achievi~g their goals at least 
cost. 

In short, it is clear that in developing countries, access to 
telecoamunication servic~s is a crucial factor affecting the performance of 
both individual economic lDlits and of markets; the telecoamuntcations 
infrastructure is critical to industrial development. Even on their own, 
these are powerful arg\DDents, calling for developing countries to devote a 
much greater share of investible resources to the telecoamunications sector. 

The issue cannot rest here however. The IT-driven technological 
revolution that has completely transformed telecoamunications has, as will be 
shown below, strengthened enourmously the arguments in favour of increased 
telecoamunications investment. Much more importantly, these developments have 
made the question of policy and strategy with regard to how these investments 
programmes should be designed and implemented into one of the critical 
challenges facing all developing countries no matter what their level of 
development. These are the main issues being explored in Chapter III. 
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III. RECERT TECBBOLOCICAL DF.VELOl'MERTS IB TELECOlllURICATIORS 

?he convergence of telecoa.umications, 1aicroelectronics and comp..:ter 
technology has provided a cOllplet~ly new technological base for the 
telec0111DUDications sector. Old systems have been superseded, previously 
discrete items of equipaent have 1aerged in function and fora, and entirely new 
components, products and services hure been developed. ?he future 
possibilities arising from the revolution in digital telec0111DUDications could 
yield great benefits to all countries. 

However, a aajor consequence of these developments is that developing 
country telec"'8Ullications planners are now faced with the difficult task of 
lllllting choices between a plethora of tecllnical options in relation to system 
design, component selection and choice of supplier - with all of these choices 
needing to be aade in an environment of considerable 11Dcertainty because of 
the rapid pace of technological change and constraints of resources. Moreover 
the planners' problems are COllpounded by the emergence of unprecedented 
press~res for change in the way that the teleco1DU11ications supply network is 
organized and managed. 

~aking the right policy decisions is contingent upon having a competent 
11Dderstanding of the nature and scope of the technological changes taking 
place and of their broad iaplications. This is the object of this section 
which starts with a brief overview of technical developments across the three 
111ain elements of technology - exchange, transmission and peripheral 
equipment. The implications of these changes in telecollllUllications technology 
in relation to the question of local production of telecoD1D11Dications 
equipm~nt and service availibility are then introduced. A more detailed 
exploration of the policy issues arising from these developments is then 
11Ddertaken in Chapter IV and V. 

1. Exchange technology 

Conventional teleco:im11Dications systems are based on a standard set of 
telephones connected by two pairs of copper wire, routed through an 
electromechanical switching system. Analogue elec~rical signals are 
transmitted between the exchanges via coaxial underground and undersea cable. 
Exchange or switching systems are thus at the heart of both public and private 
telecommunications systems. Massive investments in R&D during the 1970s by 
the leading telecoD1Dunications companies have led to the development of fully 
electronic, stored ~rograJ11De controlled (SPS) digital switching systems.~/ 

Digital exchanges are solid-ctate (no moving parts) and thus less 
susceptible to breakdowns and require less maintenance than conventional 
systems. Software control allows continuous adaptation of thr. exchange to new 
traffic conditions without changing the hardware. Digital exchanges also work 
at a much greater speed than analogue systems, with greater technical 
efficiency and at greater levels of capacity. Continued price reduction in 
semi-conductors means steadily declining real prices in exchanges so that 
large capacity public exchanges are roughly one-half the cost of equivalent 
analogue systems and further cost reductions are expected. 
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Rot sb1prisingly, digital exchange technology is now widely accepted as 
being both technically and economically superior to conventional sy~tems for 
use in both developed and developing countries. Virtually all manufacturers 
have switched lo the pr~duction of digital exchflnge equipment away from 
analogue equipment, which of courst is still the mainstay of 
telecoamunications networks in developing countries. 

This is not a negative development but a positive one. Unlike other 
aspects of IT, the advantages open to developing countries in the installati~n 
and use of digital exchanges are probably greater than those open to developed 
countries. Most developing countries are only in the relatively early stages 
of installing and expanding the basic tel~c0111Dunications systems, while the 
developed countries are generally still very heavily co .. itted to existing 
analogue systems. Thus they are faced with the very costly prospect of 
replacing their entire collllUllications network - while developing countries can 
literally "leapfrog" directly into digital systems.~/ 

2. Transmission eauipment 

As in ex~hange technology, the pace and scope of technical change in 
transmission technology has been rapid and widespread. Coaxial cable 
techn~logy, once the dominant terrestrial transmission medium is now being 
challenged on a number of fronts. Microwave tra~smission systems exhibiting 
greater efficiency and capacity due to pulse code ~odulation \PCM) and time 
division multiplexing ~TDM) transmission techniques are becoming favoured 
choices for medium cr~~city lines and difficult terrains - with costs falling 
on an average of 11 per cent annually in recent years. Likewise radio 
telephone using Very High Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 
systems also does away with the need for physical conductors in rural areas. 

Fibre optics and laser tru1smission systems boast considerable 
advantages over conventional systems in terms of g~eater capacity, speed, 
flexibility, resistence to interference (thus cutting down on the need for 
boosters) and significantly reduced installation cost~ (e.g. the costs of 
laying submarine cables have been cut by 75 per cent). Steadily reducing 
prices for fibre optics and recent success in overcoming technical problems 
meahs this technology will diffuse rapidly in the early 1990s for medium and 
high r.apacity routes. 

Likewise, microelectronics-based minituarization has made the use of 
satellite co1111unications technology much more economically viable for both 
public and private networks. With satellite communications systems, cost 
~eductions due to technical change have averaged roughly 40 per cent per f mum 
per data/speech channel since the early 1980s thus bringing this transmiss~on 
technology to the forefront in terms of suitability tor developing countries. 

As with exchange systttms, the trend towards digital transmissions 
systems is a very favourable one for developing countries. By stepping over 
intermediate technologies, developini countries can avoid more costly and less 
efficient transmission methods and move straight into a digital transmission 
infrastructure. Bot only are theae less costly than previously, but digital 
systems can simultaneously tr&nsmit voice, data, text, '!V and various other 
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forms of informatioL using the same hardware. Developing countries using 
digital transmission equipment can arrive more cheaply and more easily at the 
same starting point for the trans~ission and use of the full range of 
information based goods and services as the developed economies. 

3. Peripheral equipment 

Peripheral equipment is equually being driven by the convergence of 
computer and telecOllBU!lications technology. The range of intelligent 
terminals and telephones, key systems, mobile radios, modems and a variety of 
office equipment (such as word processors, llllltifunction micro-computers, 
electronic messaging and other types of workstations) has expanded rapidly. 
Importantly in peripherals, the c~nvergence process is leading to the 
development of single devices capable of acting as a terminal for text, data 
and other "non-voice" services as well as being used as a telephone. 

The rise in private applications and the integration of 
telecommunications with other IT activities means that demand is growing to 
link these peripherals with teleconmunication systems. Thus many other 
peripheral products are needed both to provide an interface with the public 
network, and to integrate electronic systems within firms and institutions. 

Once again the developing countries start off absolutely equal v!~u the 
developed economies in terms of their ability to potentially benefit greatly 
from this explosion in peripheral equipment both because of lover unit costs 
and because of greater sources of supply. 

4. Integrated digital network 

As is obvious from the above, technical change has generated 
improvements in all segments of teleconnunications equipment - improvements 
that can be directly beneficial to developing countrie~. While these 
components can be introduced piecemeal into an existing analogue network, 
their full potential can only be realized when they are used as building 
blocks in a totally digltal network designed to integrated standards.I/ 

Such a network can carry many different types of services in addition to 
voice traffic. The advantages of a fully inte0 :ated network lie in its 
flecibility, scale economies in terms of different servicts carried as well as 
capacity and transmission resilience particularly at peak service periods. 
Computer monitoring within exchanges and on transmission loads allow the whole 
network to be controlled as system. The flexibility inherent in the 
technology also allows for simplification in the physical design of the 
system, in the production of its components and in its installation and 
maintenance, all aspects which are important features from the perspective of 
developing countries. 
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5. The broad implications of tecbnological change in telecOllBUllications 

The spread of radical technological change in telecOlmlDlications has 
been pervasive, perhaps more so than in any other sector. These changes have 
reached a "critical mas~~ and accelerated into a true revolution that has a 
number of implications for all co\Dltries and for telec01mUD.ications policy in 
those co1Dltries. Below three aspects of these illplications that are 
particularly important for developing countries are singled out.II 

(a) Lower barriers to entry in production and aore sources of supply. 
An important but often llllrecog:iized dimension of the ongoing 
changes in the teleco1m1Dlications sector is that there have been 
equally fundamental changes in produ.;tion technology. These 
changes have direct economic implications as they often result in 
lower llllit investment costs due to the lowered costs for basic 
network components such as cable, exchange termination assemblies, 
multiplexers, switches etc. on a per bit transmitted basis. 

They have also affected prof olllldly the international structure of 
the telecoD1D1Dlications equipment supply industry since start-up 
costs in some segments have dropped from millions of dollars to 
h\Dldreds of thousands because of the availability of standardized 
integrated circuits and system software. This situation has 
positive implications for developing colDltry planners both because 
it increa~es the range of choice among suppliers and because it 
expands the "room for maneouvre" enjoyed by the host colllltry in 
any negotiations with foreign suppliers. 

Moreover, changes in production technology have also opened up a 
new range of opportunities for local involvement in the design and 
supply of equipment which could in turn lead to the development of 
local skills and expertise in digital technology. Bence these 
technology-induced opportunities for local learning could have 
major long term and pervasive benefits for developing co\Dltries 
that would go well beyond the teleco11Dunications sector. This is a 
unique opportunity that simply is not open to most developing 
countries in relation to virtually any other segment of IT. This 
issue will explored in much detail in Chapter V. 

(b) Cbanging cost structures for all other industries. Rapidly 
dropping unit costs and the proliferation of alternative 
co111unications options are transforming the cost structures of all 
industries as the cost of processing and transmitting information 
has declined sharply relative to the costs of other factors. For 
example, in 1983, it cost US $14,000 per month to lease the US half 
of a private transatlantic voice channel. In 1987 that cost was 
less than US $5000. 

These cost reductions are leading to the extens!:>n of "telematics" 
into more and more areas - in merchandising via integration of 
point-of-sale systems with inventory and purchasing; in 
manuf•cturing via worldwide integration of production with 
inventory and orders, or via centralized computer-aided design 
systems directing machine tools halfway around the world; in 
transport where the worldwide dispatch of planes, ships, trucks or 
trains can be centrally co-ordinated and optimized. 
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These systems, by aaking inforaation low cost and transportable, 
not only alter the cost structure of industry but are facilitating 
a aajor shift towards production that is aore )cnovledge-intensive. 
Renee, the international coapetitiveness of convP.ntional 
manufacturing industry is becoaing aore and aore dependent on 
access to inforaation and to systeas that allov its low-cost, rapid 
processing and transport within the fira or across the vorld. 

(c) Creation of new services and new vays of delivering traditional 
seryices. Inforaation technology coupled with technological change 
~ithin the telec01111U11ications sector has had a profolDld iapact on 
the service sector and on the role of services in econoaic 
developaent in all colDltries. The question of services and their 
implications for developing countries are nov widely discussed. 
Four dimensions deserve special attention in the context of 
telecOlmllDlications. 

First, traditional service industries (banking, insurance, 
consulting and engineering, touriSll, shipping, publishing, etc.) 
are now able to offer a greater range of services, at greater speed 
and at lover cost via sophisticated peripherals connected to 
greatly expanded i~ternational telecOllllUllications networks. In 
tct'll, their competitiveness has also become intimately dependent 
upon access to telecOllBUllications networks. 

For example, it is now possible for a book or article to be written 
in one country, mocked up in a second, typeset by computer in a 
third, proofread in a fourth and then transmitted by satellite for 
printing anywhere in the world. Since all of the labour intensive 
elements of this process can be carried out in low wage co1Dltries 
(if the necessary facilities are available), book publishers going 
this route gain a significant cost advantage over those who do 
not. Similarly in the 1990s, to participate in international 
finance - whether as a major borrower, investor or banker -
requires continuous access to digital, voice and da~a 
telec0111D1Dlication infQrmation systems that connect all the world's 
financial centers on a 24 hours basis. 

Second, a whole new category of data services and supplying 
industries in areas such as data processing, software, and data 
bases have come into being each specially adapted to the specific 
needs of the user. For -:.xample, US judicial opinions are 
abstracted and entered into an electronic data base by clerical 
workers in Korea, stored in a US based privately controlled system 
and accessed by lawyers all over the world - because •uch knowledge 
is essential for doing business in the US market: similar data 
bases exist for tourism, agriculture, medicine, pesticies, etc.; 
Pakistan produces architectural drawings for architects working in 
Stockholm on a construction p .• ect in Saudi Arabia; computer 
progr ... ers in India can write software for Texas Instruments in 
Dallas; and keypunch operators in Barbados and Jamaic~ < •n service 
data processing operations anywhere in the world. 
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The at~ve represent new services that are distinguished by their 
"divisibility", rapid growth and, signifi~antly, represent new 
export opportunities for dev~loping colUltries. There has also, of 
course, sprung up a huge 8ll01Dlt of international telecOllmUllications 
traffic involving intra-fira transborder data flows (TBDF) and 
se?'1'ice flows whose presence and growing illportance has attracted a 
great deal of attention and c01111e11t.il The lllOSt well-known of 
the concerns expressed about TBDF (and an iaportant policy issue 
for developing countries) relate to the difficulties involved in 
exerting national control over sensitive data flows. 

Third, econoaies of scale have eaerged in the provision of access 
to flows of data, knowledge and services on a national and 
international basis. The reason for this is that although the cost 
of initially creating a digital telec01mtunications network -
nationally or globally - is quite high, once installed, the 
marginal cost of adding another service or transmitting additional 
data is quite low. Thus barriers to entry faced by suppliers 
trying to enter different markets are either raised or lowered 
depending upon whether or not they are able to "plug-in" to an 
existing information grid via the telec011111U11ications network. This 
characteristic also means that even if some developing countries do 
not require sophisticated services, once a digital system is 
installed, they will subsequently be able to introduce new services 
at little extra cost. 

Unlike the net positive benefits accruing to developing countries as a 
result of improvements in telec011111U11ications technology as discussed above, 
developments in telecoaaunications-related services appear to have both a 
positive and a negative side, and again there is a vast amount of discussion 
on the pros and cons surrounding this issue. 

Most of the worries arise from (a) the extra competitive advantages 
enjoyed by foreign firms, particularly TBCs, who have mastered information 
technology and have access to knowledge, data services and co .. unications 
systems not available to domestic producers, and (b) the difficulty of 
exerting national control over private sector data flows with financial 
and/security implications for the host economy. 

On the other hand, the potential advantages to developing countries 
arising from this transformation and proliferation of teleco1111UDications
related services are ~lso numerous ranging from new export opportunities in 
labour-intensive service provision, the arguably lover barriers to entry in 
many conventional industries and the greater access to more knowledge at much 
lover cost. 

Obviously, th~ arguments presented above forcefully underline the point 
made in the first section aj~ut the critical importance of a 
teleco .. unications infrastructure to overall economic growth. More to the 
point, there can be little doubt that the rapidly increasing information and 
knowledge intensity of production and competition demands that the 
teleco .. unications infrastructure in all cour,triea must be digitally based or 
at least moving as rapidly as possible in that direction. 
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The current and, more iaportantly, the longer tera coapetitiveness of 
doaestic producers vill depend centrally on this precondition. Conse1uently, 
any development strategy vhich in anyway is dependent on international 
linkages for finance, technology, goods and services and/or involves the local 
participation of foreign firas in any sector of the economy vill face 
considerable and growing difficulties in the future if an adequate, aodern, 
digitcl-based telecoaaunications system is not in place. 

Accordingly, the telec01m1U11ications investaent decision is clearly not 
iust a question of arranging adequate finance nor does it priaarily involve 
oniy technical issues that are best left to the national PTT to sort out. 
TelecOllllUllications policy now constitutes a critical set of strategic 
decisions with widespread and long-tera iaplications for industrial 
development and economic progress for the co'IDltry as a vhole. 

The next chapter looks at the question of how developing C01Dltries can 
best organize, regulate and adainister the provision of telecOllllllDlications 
servic~s within the domestic aarket. As will be shown, technological change 
has 1Dlleashed enormous pressures on developing C01Dltry PTTs and governments to 
refora and restructure their domestic regulatory environaent so that the full 
potential of the new technology and the new services can be positively 
exploited by doaestic producers. 
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IV. TECllKOLOGY-IIDUCED DOMESTIC REGUU.TORY REFORMS WITBIB A DEVELOPlmn'AL 
COITEXT 

The nev technological reality in telecOllllUllications has had two •ajor 
consequences for national PTTs in all countries vho have been responsible for 
telecOlmUJlications services - and vho had previously enjoyed a 11e>nopoly 
position in virtually all aspects of teJecOllllUllication supply and 
adainistration. 

First, access to modern, reliable telec011mUDications systems has becoae 
an absolute econOllic necessity for all .. jor productive interests operating in 
an econOllY whether they are dOllestic or foreign controlled. Second, there has 
been a proliferation of different •eans of access to telecOllllUllications 
services and the costs of this access have been substanti•lly lowered. 

These technology-induced changes in the operating environment have led 
to the build up of enormous pressures upon PTTs - froa users for easy access 
to the entire range of services via the lowest cost system; and on the supply 
side, vhere due to ease ~f entry and lowered unit costs many alternative 
sources of supply for both telec0111Dunications ~stems and servic~s have 
emerged in direct competition to the services and activities of national PTTs. 

These pressures on PTTs first emerged in the US (vhere technological 
change in telec011Dunications first began to emerge) some 15 years ago and they 
eventually led to a dramatic and well-publicized wave of deregulation and 
divestiture of the public (and private) monopolies such as AT&T vhich had 
previously s~rictly controlled access to telecOllllUllications and the services 
available to users. In recent years the saae process has been at work in the 
~ and Japan via the privatization of British Telecoms and 1'TT and in Europe 
vhere much greater competition has been introduced in the provision of 
services and facilities. 

There is nov ample evidence that the saae pressures that forced 
liberalization in these countries are at vork in the developing countries. 
Large users in both the private and public sector (often including other 
branches of government, the military, railroads, power sector and other state 
enterprises), are conspicuously unsatisfied customers in many developing 
countries, often going ahead and setting up their own facilities without the 
permission or support of national PTTs. 

There is little if anythiug the PTT• can do about this since aggressive 
private suppliers of equipment, systems and services are vigourously seeking 
new cust011ers in developing countries and as the examples show they are 
finding any number of willing customers. Consequently, PTT• have been 
increasingly forced to condone this practice and it is now the case that 
•edia11 and large scale users in both urban and rural areas are building local 
switched (mobile or fixed) radio-telephone systems connected to satellites for 
international, or private lines for national connections. 

Moreover, many of these systems have spare capacity which can and is 
being leased back for use by the national PTT such as ls happening with the 
high-capacity optical fibre, "back-bone" network being built by the Indian 
railways. 
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As the evidence alluded to above suggests, 11aJ1Y national PITs in 
developing countries are finding it difficult to cope vith the n~v demands 
generated by technological change. Yet the internal pressures for some kind 
of fundaaental change in the situation vill continue to grov every day. 
Unfortunately for the PTTs, it is equally clear that there are also .. jor 
external pressures being placed upon developing countries to take steps to 
restructure and reorganize their telecC111m1D1ications policies and systems of 
regulation. 

These pressures are coaing froa bilateral and aultilateral development 
agencies such as the World Bank involved in providing financial support for 
doaestic telecC111m1D1ications projects in aany developing countries. They are 
also being applied by national gover1111e11ts of the developed countries vho are 
using their power within international Borth-South fora and policy bodies such 
as the International Telec011mU11ications Union (ITU) and the GATT to press for 
refora of developin& country positions vis-a-vis telecOllllUllications issues at 
both the national aad international level. These external proponents of 
refora drav a good. deal of their allaUllition from the allegedly highly 
successful experience of telecDDllUllications sector reforms undertaken in the 
developed countries, particulerly the US and UIC. 

Tvo points need to be recognized about the current situation with regard 
to the arguments for doaestlc regulatory refora with developing countries. 
First, there is little d09bt that in aany developing countries a refora of the 
domestic regulatory re1fae and indeed of the nature and role of the national 
PTT is necessary to allow the full development potential of telecOlml\Jllications 
to be realized. Thta issue cannot be ignored nor can it be treated separately 
froa any discussion of the other policy issues that have arisen as a result of 
technological change in teleco1B1Dlicationa. 

Second, it is also the case that the arg1J11ents and the rationale being 
used by both internal and external proponents of ref ora Rre far too narrowly 
cast and often largely ignore both the different objectives of 
teleco111111JDciations policy in a developmental context and unique problems this 
context implies, particularly when compared to conditions in the developed 
countries. 

Since it is this explicit comparison between the experience of developed 
countries and the problem of developing countries that in a very real sense 
has set the context for 11Uch of the recent debate over sector refora in 
developing countries, ve shall first look at the arg1J11ents and evidence put 
forward relating to open-market policies, before considering the policy 
choices open to developing countries in this area. 

1. Issue1 of telecOJIRUDications regulation in deyeloping countriea 

Observers and analysts, looking outward from a perspective informed by 
the recent experience of the US and other countries, not surprisingly often 
aeek explanations for the problems of Third World telec0111111JDications in the 
extent and nature of state involvement in the sector. Five sets of reasons 
are commonly advanced aa to vhy atate participation may have caused the 
observed difficulties.12/ 
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First, as already argued, it is felt that governaents fail to 
undertstand that investaent in telecOllllUllications is crucial to econoaic 
progress. Consequently, eJq>anSion and iaproveaent of the telec01111UDications 
systea is given lov priority. 

Second, the national PITs are felt to be constrained by governaent 
interference in llllD.Y areas of aanagetnt and policy. As a result they lack 
aanagerial and adainistrative independence; senior aanageaent is frequently 
shifted in response to political changeover; investaent authority is rooted in 
civil servants; they face restrictions on hiring, prc.oting and firing and so 
on. 

third, the PITs c~nly lack the financial independence needed to 
resolYe the perennial problea of underinYestllent. they are often not allowed 
a tariff structure that reflects costs, with pricing being largely dictated by 
conventional public utility financial criteria - i.e. both connection and 
service charges are alleged to be ocessiYely low 11 on econaaic grounds. this 
reduces doaestic surpluses for reinYestaent - even though goYernaents are 
quite prepared to allow PTTs to llalte net contributions to their cash starved 
treasuries. In addition, though the foreign exchange cost of investaent is 
high (50-60 per cent of total costs) 11 PTTs are barred frcm participating in 
capital .. rketa and are thus forced to compete with other public enterprises 
for extreaely liaited capital resources. 

Fourth 11 it is argued that the aanageaent and organization of the PTTs 
themselYes are often Yery poor, resulting in high ezpansion and operating 
costs and a variety of efficiency problems in other areas such as .. intenance 
and repair. 

Finally 11 third World P?Ts are percehed as enjoying a siailar 11 if not 
greater, degree of monopoly power than PTTs in deYeloped countries. Entry 
into the industry is strictly regulated to protect the PIT and private bypass 
arrangeaents are stringently opposed. Being almost totally insulated froa 
competition or public accountability, they have little incentive to iaprove 
performance or innoYate. this in turn createa aaple opportunities for grossly 
inefficient adainistrative procedures that are subject to "irregularities". 

Given that the difficultie• caused by these probleas are greatly 
exacerbated by radical technological change and the growing deaand by large 
users for early access to nev services, it should not be surprising that 
serious questions are being r•ised about the ability of PTT• to cope 
elficiently and adequately with the nev context in vbich they find theaselves. 

Fund•ental changea in the extent and nature of state involvaient in the 
telecOllll1Dlications sector in developing countries are being called for at many 
levels and specific aspects of operation but they all point in the saae 
direction: Less and even no state involveaent in telecOlllSm'lications and the 
introduction of much greater c011petition in all aspects of service and 
equi1111ent supply. 

Thia ar1111ent has been frequently .. de, historically and currently, in 
response to state mana1eaent of other facits of the economy in developing 
countries. However, it is being put forward in relation to the 
telec011111UDicationa sector with 1reat passion and conviction because of the 
alleaed success of dereaulation in the US, in Europe, particularly in the UIC, 
and in Japan. In li&ht of this, it is instructive to consider briefly this 
experience. 
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2. Selective fl[fpples of 1~0eralizatiop tpd privatization ip developed 
countries 

The recent experi~Gce of developed cou:itries vith regulatory refora in 
the direction of liberalization and privatization has been aixed. The aost 
iaportant posithe aspect is that nev suppliers haTe aoved qu!ckl.y into the 
aarket to of fer the cons-.er a 11ach broader range of products and s~rvices 
than vu aTailable preTiously. this ezpansion of consuaer choice bas 
undoubtedly benefitted both individual users and the economy as a whole since 
aTailability of new telecOllllUllicati~ns products and services has stiaulated.a 
higher level of econoatc activity. Another positive aspect is that national 
PrTs baTe been forced to place 11ach greater publicly Tisible eapbasis on 
illprovhag cust011er service. Direct coapetition in the supply of services bas 
also led thea to expand their levels and rate of investllent in nev technology 
well beyond their original plans. 

At the saae tiae, the 110ves towards liberalization and greater reliance 
on aarket forces have not always (or yet) bad the intended results. For 
exm.ple, liberalization aoves in Western Europe ~ Japan have still left 
their national PrTs in enon10usly powerful positions, quite capable of 
resisting further erosion of their position. Koreover, despite being publicly 
pro-coapetition, soae governaents are quite adept at using non-tariff barriers 
to prevent or inhibit foreign coapetition in d011estic aarkets.lll this is 
quite clear in the recent aajor conflict that arose between the DX and Japan 
over the efforts of Ctble and Wireless Ltd. to gain a foothold in the Japanese 
telec0111111Dications aarket through direct investllent. though Japan is often 
singled out as being particularly gu~lty of restricting aarket access, Cable 
and Wireless probably would have bad just as auch trouble_gaining access to 
US, French, Dutch or Vest Geraan aarkets - or vice versa.ill 

A si•ilar exaaple but one that relates t~ data services involves 
regulations of the Vest German PrT, the Bundespost, that prevent subscribers 
to foreign inforaation services froa having direct access to int•rnational 
leased lines - soae interaediate data processing 11118t be undertaken in the FRG 
before the inforaation can be aade available to subscribers over the local 
switched network. Such policies reinforce the BlDldespost's monopoly, increase 
its revenues and protect doaestic data processing firms.ll/ 

Furtheraore, as the DX experience vith the privatization of British 
TelecOllS shovs, such aoves do not necessarily lead to the predicted widespread 
doaestic social and econ011ic benefits. Indeed in the DX case, privatization 
appears, so far, to have beenfitted only a narrow range of high incoae 
cona~rs and users, cost the econoay billions of dollars, led to poorer (not 
better) public service, and further underained the international 
competitiveness of large se .. ents of the British equipaent supply industry. 
these probleaa are docuaented in the acadeaic literature, by advocacy 
oraanizationa and alllost daily in the national presa.141 This suggests that 
the R experience is hardly the shining "jewel in the crown" of regulatory 
refora that 110at ad~ocates of privatization make it out. 
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3. Comparing the logic oi regulatory refora with the conditicns in 
developing co1D1,trie1 

If such probleas and unintended Gutcoaes arise in a developed country 
context where the institut~ons are competent, aarkets are supposed to vork and 
effective llOllitoring ean be carried out, then what of developing countries? 

The net outcoaes aight be positive. But one could argue just as 
strongly (vith considerable evidence from siailar experiences in other 
aectors) that those features of unclerdevelopaent that in effect define the 
operating context in developt:\& countries - lill~ted technological and 
lllUUlgerial ca11pe~ence in t:ie private sector, inequitable incoae distribution, 
a barely functioning aarket, lack oi aonitoring capacities and the inefficient 
aanner in which PTTa cope with any sort of complexity - could result in a auch 
worse situation for all parties. 

llore generally, the context in which developing countries are having to 
respond to pressures for liberalization and cope with radical technological 
change is very different frOll that facing developed countries when they built 
up tlleir networJts. Pressures on PTTs to be ca11petitive and responsive, 
particularly in profitable areas, were brought to bear upon developed 
countries after their networks were in place; while developing countries have 
to face these powerfully "disintegrative" forces well b'f!Je their networks 
and local supply industry have becoae fully established. 

Three points follow froa this. First, even though the proble11a faced by 
PTTs in the two groups of countries aay seea superficially the saae, the 
causes of these are likely to be substantially dJiferent. Second, public 111!1 
private sector institutions in devel~ping comitries are relatively "i ... ture• 
and •xhibit low levels cf adainistrative, 11aDagerial, financial and 
tech~ )gical coapetence. There is no guarantee that the responses of these 
ent:i ..> to being given the freedoa to design and iapleaent aarltet-oriented 
reforllS will actually solve the proble11a they face. 

This, for instance, appears to be the case in the Philippines where 
telecomaunications services are now largely provided by private enterprise 
after privatization explicitly modelled on the US example was carried out. 
Growth has been insufficient to meet development needs, the available poor and 
costly service is concentrated vithin a fev urban areas, and a government 
review of the situation ia nov in progress. Siailarly, tw~ private firaa in 
Panaaa allowed to offer international telec01111UDicationa services in 
c011petition vith the public sector are to be abao~bed back into the ?':-Dile 
sector because of poor perforaance and "irregularities•.lt/ 

Third, it cannot be aaauaed that .. rket-oriented reforaa even if 
introduced will actually have the effects intended, let alone address the 
equity and welfare concerns of the develo1111ental state because these changes 
vill be occurring within a wider social and econoaic context that acts to 
distort the working of the .. rket and the distribution of benefits and burdens 
across different aeaaent• of aociety.111 
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(a) the equity effect of raising capital by subscription. Consider the 
solution often put f orvard to overcome the revenue shortages which 
is that existing and new subscribers aake a "capital" contribution 
via auch higher connection and aonthly rental fees than are charged 
noraally. Exploration of this proposal for the Indian case shoved 
that to aeet ainiaull revenue levels for planned investaent purposes 
in the Seventh Investaent Plan entirely froa internal sources, the 
annual bill to subscribers would need to be aore than doubled frOll 
$350 to $750. This aight seea a reasonable price to pay for a 
better service froa the perspective of western observers or upper 
incoae groups in developing countries - but hov aany Indians could 
afford it? The answer is: not aany. When applications charges of 
less than $10 were first tried, the waiting list vas reduced by 
100,000; and when charges were again increased froa $80 to $400 the 
waiting list vas reduced by 400,000. If subscribers were in effect 
nov asked to aake a capital contribution of $2,400, the waiting 
list would probably disappear altogether by eliainating all but the 
wealthiest fraction of city dwellers - hardly an equitable 
outcOlle.ll/ 

(b) Problems caused by lack of an effective "user" capacity in local 
~- Other problems arise when we move to the question of 
aarket-oriented solutions to aake better and aore equipment and 
services available locally. Many of the proposals for increasing 
the range of services (particularly new data services) available by 
allowing private sr.ppliers, acknowledge that aany of these would be 
provided by foreign firms. In this case, the mere availability of 
aore services this would bring about is deemed a positive 
development - yet it ignores the likely negative impact on local 
providers of services and a variety of other issues associated with 
data dependency, revenue generation, predatory pricing by 
foreigners, etc. that generally fall 1Dlder the category of 
transborder data flow concerns. 

A different set of problems could s10rf ace because of the character 
of local users who are to benefit frOll the availability of the new 
servfr.rs brought into being by liberalization. It is often assumed 
that •ll users will be equally able to competitively exploit the 
new services. Such an assumption might hold in the industrialized 
countries - but is of qur.stionable merit in many developing 
countries. 

Many potential local users, particularly ... 1er, domestically ovned 
firms, will lack the skills and other requirements necessary to 
take advantage of the new services. If they are competing against 
foreign finna who can exploit these services, then they might be 
forced out of business, causing a net loss of employment and income 
to the e'onomy. There is evidence that this is precisely what is 
happening in the tourist sector in aany smaller Third World 
economies.ll/ 

A new international dimension of thi• problem is exemplified by the role 
of the Caribbean and Asian economies in the boomtng US offshore data 
processina business. Both foreign 'nd domestic finas in these countries are 
settin1 up low waae but highly labour-intensi~e facilities (in what have come 
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to be known as 'teleports') in order to 'key-in' analog data of various sorts 
(ticket information, manuscripts, etc.) provided by US firms (airlines, 
publishing houses, insurance cOllpanies). The local fira then sends the 
digitized results back to the US over newly installed digital 
telec0111unications networks. 

The US firas certainly benefit froa lover unit costs and the developing 
countries do gain SOile eaployaent and foreign exchange benefits. But they get 
little less froa what are essentially 'footloose• and •enclave• activities 
that have fev, if any local linkages, often require governaent subsidies to 
attract thea in the first place and can, of course, be closed down without 
warning and aoved to a lover cost comitry. 

The governaents and entreprenevrs justify these activities on the 
grounds that because they involve the nev technology, they will provide an 
entry into the IT age. But in fact, there is virtually no skill or technology 
transfer involved in these white collar sweatshops nor, as cost effective 
optical character recognition technology will soon be available to US firms, 
may there be much of a long-term future.~/ 

Certainly some countries are benefitting from being able to participate 
in the expansion of the international market for services from a domestic base 
- the rapid growth in exports of software from !ndia and Singapore are cases 
in point. However, these are countries whose governments have already 
invested substantially in the prior creation of software capabilities. If 
this process is to occur in the large number of other countries where this 
prior investment in capabilities has not taken place, then steps must also be 
taken to create conducive local conditions that go well beyond relying on 
market forces in the teleco11Dunications sector to bring about downstream 
linkages - a policy point taken up again below. 

Finally, as hinted at above, there is a need to distinguish between the 
type of country involved when discussing issues of regulatory reform. Those 
developing countries best equipped to handle the pressures of regulatory 
reform and to capture its benefits will be the more advanced countries. Their 
basic needs in teleco11Dunications are close to being met; they enjoy a 
considerable degree of local supply; they have competent managers in the 
public and private sector; and, a reasonably well developed absorptive 
capacity. Moreover, there is a reasonable chance that the public good and 
national economic welfare would be increased if appropriate reforms were to be 
introduced. 

However, as one moves down the line towarda the poorer countries, these 
conditions are less likely to be met, the inequalities existing everywhere in 
the Third World and distort the market will by greater, and the possibilities 
grow that poorly planned regulatory reforms vill lead to unexpected, 
unintended and negative outcomes. 

4. Policy options for regulatory reform 

With those qualifications in mind a closer look is taken below at policy 
proposals for r!form of the domestic regulatory regime that relate 
specifically to industry. These broadly fall into thre~ area~ - opening up 
the market for the provision and maintenance of equipment and gervices by 
domestic and foreign suppliers; the total recasting and r&:duction of 
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government control over P'r-ls and their ability to set tariff structures and 
obtain investment capital so that PTTs can operate along lines closer to a 
co11111.ercial business; and alongside of this loosening of state ties, the 
pervasive reform of PTT structure, operations and management. 

a. Roving towards greater openness and flexibility in the provision 
of equipment and services 

For a large number of 1eveloping countries, five areas have been 
identified as being broadly suited for either a reduction in state involvement 
or a reform of current policy and practice by the PTT: 

(i) the supply of telephones, PABXs and other subscriber equipment by 
local and/or foreign suppliers. Provided technical specifications 
are met, such moves theoretically widen the choice and lover the 
price to users while also greatly reducing load on PTTs; 

(ii) the establishment of separate business networks (e.g. involving 
fixed station cellular radio telephone) to meet urgent demand and 
provide high quality voice and/or data transmission. These 
services should be highly profitable because they are so important 
to industry and should be able to attract private financing. 
Roreover they will aid in preserving or creating competitive 
advantage, and in attracting foreign investment in productive 
sectors with a high foreign exchange earnings potential; 

(iii) the provision of value added services, such as electronic mail and 
computer data bases, inventory monitoring, banking networks, etc.; 

(iv) allowing private or state operators of dedicated networks to offe~ 
services to other users thereby using up space capacity but within 
a framework established by the PTT. In some cases it might well be 
possible to use the exchange of telecommunications capacities among 
users to promote economies of scale and technological innovation so 
that static losses (due to equipment duplication) could be offset; 

(v) allowing the contracting out of activities habitually carried out 
(often poorly and slowly) by the PTT. This would include civil 
works and maintenance on outside plant, cable ducting and laying, 
subscriber connection. Where suitable local firms are not 
available or cannot be spun off from the PTT, these can be 
developed via contractual arrangements with foreign contr~ctors 
that ensur~ appropriate training and technology transfer. 

One way of doing this would be to have one contractor design and 
then supervise cable installation by a different contractor, until 
the PTT• own design and supervision capability can be built up. 
Other areas where this approach could be used involve contruction 
and maintenance of buildings, vehicle maintenance, directory 
p.1·oduction, and data processing. 
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b. Separating central Government and the PTT 

Many of the problems faced by PTTs derive from the nature of its 
relationship with central govern11ent. The thrust of aost policy proposals 
focussing on this area is to distance the PTT from direct control by 
governemnt and thereby allow the PTT to be asnaged in line with its new 
character as a tecbnology-intensiYe, dynaaic productive enterprise. 

This is essentially a political decision -· albeit one with significant 
economic and financial iaplications. It requires, in aost countries, a 
fundaaental change in the perspective of the government vis-a-vis the role of 
telecOllllllDlications. Once this change has occurred and the decision to allow 
greater freedom of operation has been taken, two areas of policy will require 
innovative solutions. The first relates to the structure and mode of 
operation of the PIT - these issues are explored 1Dlder the next subheading. 

Second, as the PTT moves closer in character to a coamercial enterprise, 
and as more suppliers enter the market, a completely new set of market 
conditions will arise, coupled vith a new role for the PTT as a competitor 
driven, at least in part, by c011Dercial considerations. Bence, a monitoring 
body has to be created which vill have both a policy-malting and conflict 
resolution function - both am~ng private suppliers, between the PTT and other 
suppliers, and between the PTT and the government. 

Such a body must be independent of major interest groups, technically 
competent, and have the power of law behind it to enforce decisions. There 
are many forms such a body could take depending on the particular 
circumstances. Whatever this may be, this monitoring body will have to take 
on board the folloving tasks: 

- to regulate tariffs and financial flows among opP.rating companies to 
prevent mon~poly abuses; 

- to ensure that equipment procurement follows local capacity 
development strategies discussed in the next section; 

- to ensure the sector's responsiveness to broader development 
objectives, equity concerns and rural and regional a•~'!ds; 

- to exercise direct control or monitoring over the provision of 
international services and the interface between the domestic and 
international telecoamlDlications network; 

- to license and monitor the use of the radio spectrum; 

- to set and monitor appropriate service standards for all user groups. 

c. Rcstrvcturing, reorganizing and re-skilling the PTT 

The changes proposed above have enormous implications for the PTT 
itself. The shift from being a direct arm of the state to a more autono~ous 
entity much aore directly responsible for its own survival involves a 
fundamental change in legal status. Once again there is a variety of models 
that could be followe~ w1th the choice depending on government objectives, 
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existing arrangements and the competence of current staff and man•sement -
transforming a government depa.·tment into an autonomus state enterprise; 
spinning off operating parts of the PTT into private or mixed ownership 
subsidiaries; reorganizing a public enterprise into a corporation under 
commercial law with differing degrees of state equity, etc. 

Whichever forlll is selected, there are a nUllber of other policy measures 
necessary to allow the PTT to perform competently in waat will be a more 
rigorous and much more demanding competitive environment: 

- procedures for procurement, recruitment, investment approval, etc. 
will need to be streamlined to allow a quick response rather than 
allowing the PTT to hide behind bureaucratic procedures that 
effectively eliminate the need for action; 

- steps must be taken to allow the PTT to do whatever is necessary to 
attract and retain competent and dynamic technical, managerial and 
financial staff. This is crucial because to survive and prosper in 
the new environment, the PTT will require much higher levels of 
expertise and competence; 

- the PTT staff and management must be forced to be more sensitive to 
issues of quality and service not only with regard to large users with 
political and financial clout but also in relation to small groups of 
less powerful users; 

- innovative measures must be introduced to allow "off-budget" 
mechanisms for raising investment funds including the selling of 
bonds, the selling of shares, and perhaps even direct participation of 
domestic and foreign capital; 

- protective mechanisms must be put into place to ensure that decisions 
are allowed to be taken without undue political interference - while 
at the same time ensuring that all major issues involving fundamental 
choices are openly debated and reviewed. 

PTTs in developing countries often have a clear vision of the 
developmental role of telecommunications, and have struggled bard against very 
difticult conditions to build and operate a network. However, many but not 
all, have been very slow to r~alize how the new opportunities created by 
technological change can be harnessed for the development process. Moreover 
they are, like all bureaucracies, protective of their own positions and keen 
to resist any erusion of power ~iminuation of responsibility. 

Consequently, they may simply oppose any change at all. As will be seen 
in the last chapter, they are also resisting developed country pressures for 
radical changes in the internationally regulatory environment as well. 
Perhaps the major challenge faced by the government in reforming the PTT will 
be to alter these traditional perceptions and positions so that the new 
opportunities created by technological change can be constructively exploited 
by the PTT both to ensure its dynamic role in the economy and to further 
developmental objectives. 
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d. Recent reform approaches 

Recent surveys of developments in the sector in the Third World have 
shown that teleco111nunications policy-makers are not unaware of both the nature 
of the problems they face, nor of the winds of technological and regulatory 
change blowing across the sector worldwide • .21/ Changes are undoubtedly 
being introduced - both voluntarily and as a result of a good deal of friendly 
npersuasion" by the international agencies providing the finance for national 
teleco111DU11ications projects. Most notable among the reforms attempted so far 
are: 

- Malaysia's moves to set up an independently managed company under 
100 per cent state ownership to handle operational functions; 

- the spinning off of teleco111DU11ications operations in Bombay and Delhi 
as an independent company able to raise funds in the local capital 
market; 

- the privatization of Chile's main telephone company; 

- the reorganization of Morocco's PTT into a semi-autonomous office that 
now subcontracts civil work and cable network construction to private 
firms; 

- the design, procurement and constructio& of outside telephone plant in 
Thailand by eight large firms on a turnkey basis; 

- the reorganization of Jordan's and Sri Lanka's PTTs as separate 
companies able to operate independently of state control and able to 
raise investment capital from domestic and foreign sources. 

These examples may well be indicative of a much greater wave of change 
in the teleconnunications regulatory environment in developing countries. 
However, a crucial point to remember about these examples of shifts towards a 
more liberal regulatory environment is that all of the cases reported are 
relatively recent. We simply do not yet know what the eventual short- and 
long-term impacts of th~~e changes will be on different groups and measures of 
performance. The net effe~ts must be monitored very carefully before any 
conclusions are drawn. 

5. Overall conclusions 

Although the debate about reform of the FTTs and the domestic regulatory 
environment in favour of greater reliance on market forces frequently centres 
aro1Dld the pros and cons of the free market versua state intervention, this 
focus misses the central point. the most pretsing issue faced by developing 
countries in tbis area is not one of privatization versus public ownership. 
but one of monopolistic inefficiency and vnaccovntability yersu1 
competitiveness. accountability and efficiency. 

Solutions to the very real problems of telecommunications regulation and 
PTT operation in developing countries may be found in either of the many 
public 1ector or private sector models referred to above. Which one makes the 
most sense depends on the circumstances involved and cannot be decided simply 
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on the relative aerits of a set of theoretical arguaents about the alleged 
superiority of the free aarket or about the inherently greater visdoa of the 
state in pursuing develcpaental ideals.ill 

A second set of points that need to be drawn out relate to the issues 
raised above about the coapetitiveness of local service provi~ers, effective 
user capability and the absorptive capacity of the economy. Ihis arguaent 
suggests tvo things. First care should be taken in assuaing the local econOllY 
vill autoaatically gain froa the aarket-clriven provision of nev services. In 
cases where developing country service providers and users are in coapetition 
vith international suppliers, given their unequal starting positions in the 
coapetitive race and their unequal access to financial, technological and 
aarekting resources, liberalization vould alaost certainly benefit 
international suppliers to the detriaent of the infant industries in the 
developing countries. 

Secondly, if local users are to exploit effectively access to the nev 
services their ovn capacities have to be greatly strengthened - and this is 
unlikely to happen automatically. Bence, the designers of telecOll81Jllications 
policy have to liaise vith inforaatics and industrial policy aakers to 
identify the range of skills, support services and learning facilities that 
have to be made available to domestic user firms to allow thea to compete 
effectively in the emerging electronically integrated market place. 

In relation to domestic regulatory reform, developing country 
policy-makers are in a classic "second-best" situation because of the 
existence of major distortions to efficient market operation; and because 
explicit action needs to be taken to aeet the developmental imperative of 
creating indigenous capacities for supply, and the rapid diffusion of services 
to those most in need but least able to pay. For these reasons, privatization 
and liberalization cannot provide ~Jtt solutions to probleas of service 
supply in developing countries. If they are introduced, such measures have ~o 
be applied very selectively and judiciously, in order not to counter local 
capacity and long-term development plans. 

The structural problems of PTTs and the gross inadequacies of domestic 
regulatory policy in most developing countries 1111st be dealt with. The 
changes already occurring demonstrate just h~v far technological change has 
already begun to affect teleco11munications po:icy choices in developing 
countries. The opportunity costs are simply too high to try to respond within 
the old monopolistic format to the new challenges and possibilities posed by 
technological change and the rise of nev telec011m1UDications services. The aim 
of any sectoral reform initiative• on the part of the government aust be to 
achieve complementarity between re•ulatory reform and developmental 
objectives. This will not be an easy task - but it is one that cannot be 
avoided. 
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V. REW POSSIBILITIES FOR LOCAL EQUIPllEllT SUPPLY AKI> LOCAL LEARllIBG 

Technological change pri .. rily involving digital semiconductor 
technology has led to .. ssive upheaval in the international telecom11U11ications 
supply aarket.231 I'he transition from analogue technology to 
aicroelectronlc, digital systaas has forced 'traditional• equipment suppliers 
in the US and Europe to restructure their operations in both industrialized 
and. developing co1Dltries. All aajor suppliers now produce digital systems and 
have broadened their product ranges to include other elements of infonaation 
technology (IT) • .z!/ 

This process of technological convergence is gradually leading to 
industrial convergence and. the blurring of historically stable aarket 
boundaries between the telecom11U11ications, computing, office equipment and 
semiconductor industries. As a result, coapetition has intensified greatly, 
both aaong the traditional suppliers, and because of the .. rket entry by 
large, vertically integrated information technology corporations from Japan, 
and. aore recently, Republic of ICorea and Taiwan Province of China vho are 
deterainedly challenging the established •electro-mechanical oligopoly• of the 
western firas • .2l/ 

In response to these dramatic changes, govermaent :·olicies during the 
1980s in the advanced economies such as the US have focu~~ed on ways to 
prOllOte the competitive perforaance of indigenous equipment suppliers and 
facilitate the speedy development and introduction of digital transmission and 
switching facilities. Such policies exhibit two features. The first is 
massive if sometiaes well-disguised progr ... es of govermaent support by all 
leading industrialized co1Dltries for R&D and technology development in the 
private sector in most segments of the complex of IT industries including 
teleco1m1Dlications.z..6/ 

The second, more widely discussed, feature of policy has been the 
promotion of much greater competition in equipment supply and service markets, 
including the breaking up of 'cosy' and sometimes collusive relationships that 
existed between purchasing PTTs and £quipment suppliers.211 The assumption 
is that opeLing these markets and relaionahips up to increased competition 
will not only reduce costs but also lead to greater investment in R&D and 
hence more rapid rates of innovation. 

Given the importance of the telec01mU11ications sector both as the key 
infrastructural element in the emerging inforaation economy and as a major 
aegaent of the burgeoning international market in inforaation technology, the 
role of state policy in helping to promote and maintain the innovativeness and 
competitiveness of the sector is perceived as legitimate and fundaaenta1 • .2..8./ 
Thi• i• particularly so since both domestic competence and international 
competitiveness in t:1e nev IT industries is viewed as a critical determinant 
of national economic well-being in the future. 

In the current context of developed countries, government is fulfilling 
this role by a combination of direct support for innovative effort and the 
legislated unleashing of market forces. Such policies •••WDe the prior 
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existence of a technologicclly coape~ent doaestic supply industry capable of 
responding to incentives - however they are offered. Western pro-aarket 
analysts often forget, however, that their industry was allowed to grow to 
technological aaturity under the extremely favourable conditions afforded by 
state protection of its aarkets precisely because of its perceived iaportance 
to the national econoaic interests of the industrialized co1111tries. 

There are siailarities yet are aore iaportant differences between the 
aboTe features and the conditions goTerning telecommunications equipaent 
supply in the developing countries. As in the Borth, the telecommunications 
systea is a critical eleaent of the econoaic infrastructure in developing 
countries. Siailarly, the new generation of digital technology will proTide 
services and facilities centrally iaportant to the future coapetitiTeness of 
firas in these econ011ies. 

Within this context, the overarching policy objective of industrializing 
econoaies (like in the deTeloped countries) should be to ensure that 
communications capacity develops in line with domestic econ011ic, political and 
social needs. However, unlike western econoaies, the d011estic equipaent 
industry of aost developing countries, with soae iaportant exceptions, is 
poorly developed and still in its technological infancy. Given this, the 
creation of a doaestic supply capacity - in line with their .. rket size and 
technological and econoaic capabilities - is a defensible, if contentious 
a priori policy objective for developing coUDtries. 

The possibilities for deTeloping countries to go soae way towards 
achieving these objectives have, as alluded to in Chapter III, been enhanced, 
rather than retarded, by technological change - provided, of course that 
appropriate policy aeasures are taken. In light of the vast differences in 
the status of their supply industries, the new possibilities for creating a 
local supply capacity are, contrastingly, both a source of conflict between 
developed and developing countries as well as providing potential gro\Dlds for 
long-tera co-operation between thea. These issues are examined below. 

1. Scale ancl scope of telecQl!Bunications invest;aent in developing countries 

Most Third World co1Dltries are currently installing and ~..xpanding their 
Illa!£ telec0111D1Dlications infrastructures. As argued in Chapter II, according 
to aeaaures of what would ideally be required to put the sector on a sound 
footing, current levels of investment are far too low. However, even the 
scale of investment currently underway and planned is such that developing 
countries face the task of managing projects of unprecedented proportions 
whose financial dimensions are large by any relative standard of industrial 
development. Together, the ten largest co1Ultries spent at least an estimated 
$9.5 billion on telec011DUDications equipment in 1987 expected to rise to $11.5 
billion by 1990. 

At the country level, these aggregate figures translate into a sizeable 
expenditure of scarce resources. China, with the ninth largest equipaent 
aarket in the world, for instance, invested $1.8 billion in the 
telecOllllUDlcationa sector in 1981 out of a total of $5 billion planned by 
1990. India, the 12th largest market, invested $1.5 billion in 1987 and 
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Kezico $950 aillion in the saae year out of a planned total of $6.5 billion by 
1990, vhlle Brazil spent aore than $900 ailllon despite severe financial 
difficulties. 

1917 elepellditures in 'second tier' co1Dltries such as Indonesia, Taiwan 
Province of China Uld Argentina averaged $700 aillion each Uld also stand at 
exceptionally high levels, vlth Venezuela registering $421 alllion in 
lnvestaent last year. Further dovn the scale, the national plan for ColOllbia 
calls for telecommunications lnvestaenta of $300 allllon over the aedi~tera, 
sll~tly leas than ls opected by Thailand vhlch is also a aediua sized 
economy. Even large but relatively poor C01Dltries such as Pakistan ($320 
aillion in 1917) and Bangladesh ($246 aillion) forecast total expenditures 
over the next five years of well over $1 billion each • .2!./ 

While such figures do not approach, in aggregate teras, developed 
C01Dltry expenditure In the sector, they are notable within the Third World 
context for three reasons. First, infrast:uctural investaents on this scale 
were not even conceivable in these countries as recently as 20 years ago. 
They undoubtedly coapare on a relative basis vlth efforts by the advanced 
countries to develop the railways, power and communications sectors during 
their ovn periods of industrialization. 

Second, given the present rate of investaent, the bullt of the 
telecOlllllUllications infrastructure in developing countries, with the possible 
exception of Africa, will be in place 20 years froa nov. TelecOlllllUllications 
investaent at the level now being undertaken will not be repeated. And once 
in place, the particular configuration of systeas chosen will deteraine the 
telecOlllllUllications trajectory of these econoaies for aany decades. 

Third, and of greater significan~e, these infrastructural investments 
are occuring at a unique aoaent in technological history. Partly this is 
because relatively lov cost, robust and flexible digital systems offer 
developing co1Dltries the opportunity to 'leap-frog• froa less efficient, aore 
costly, earlier vintages of technology. Because these econ011ies are still 
installing their basic network, they do not face the onerous •economics of 
scrapping' decision that confronts aany developed countries. As was argued in 
Chapter III, this ability to leay-frog froa earlier t£chnologies could provide 
iaportant economic benefits to latecoaer economies and is the key reason vt.y 
aost observers agree that even the poorest C01Dltries should invest in digital 
aa opposed to analogue telec01111UDications systems.JO./ 

2. Telec011111JDications as a "leading edge" in the acCU111Jlation of 
tecbnologlcal capacity 

More importantly, though the availtPility of a telec011municationa 
netvork has always played a key facilitating role in the development process, 
any indigenous technological capacities created via local participation in the 
design, p~·oduction, installation and aaintenance of previous vintages of 
equipment were of relatively little use outside of the telec01111UDications 
sector. This is not the case with digital technology where many of the skills 
derived from involvement In design and pr~duction of IT based 
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teleCOlll:l1Dlications products and systeas are generic and will be transferable 
across the aany sectors where IT will play a .. jor role. 

The pervasive role that information technology will play in the future 
industrial developaent of ~11 co1Dltries aeans any digital capacities created 
in the course of developing the telec011mUDications infrastructure will 
ultimately have wide applicability throughout the econ0117. This process is 
roughly analogous to the way that the .. chine design and build skills 
accuaulated within the capital goods industry were so crucial to the early 
industrial developaent of the advanced economies. 

By the saae reasoning, the wide range of capacities required to design, 
aanufacture, install and operate digital equipaent r.an act as a 'leading-edge' 
in the accuaulation of hlJllall resources and fint-specific skills on which the 
whole econQllY can subsequently draw in a future dominated by information 
technology. 

The reason why this is possible is bound up with the nature of digital 
technology.ll/ Digital technology is intrinsically llOdular and horizontal, 
so that a systea is coaprised of a range of independent but COllp&tible aodules 
that fora the building blocks of an expandable telecOllllUllications network. 
The saae logic holds in the manufacturing process where aicroelectronic 
components both constitute the building blocks of the product and increasingly 
reseable the final good itself. 

This sharply contrasts with the vertically integrated production process 
in electroaechnical technology that involved a large n1111ber of specialized 
coaponents such as relays, screws and connectors. These analogue components 
were manufactured by the equipaent suppliers theaselves, a process which 
required specialized knowledge and a thorough-going and large-scale fine 
engineering and electroaechnical interfacing capacity in virtually all stages 
of production, installation and .. intenance. 

Thus, the actual manufacture of crossbar systems is far aore complex 
than the production of digital systems which resembles a simple assembly 
process whereby aost of the components are standard and can be bought in from 
outside semiconductor manufacturers. The software-intensive design stage is 
crucial in digital technology, but though the skills involved are specialized, 
they are also generic, required in amaller nuabers an6 are easier and less 
costly to build up over time. These charaeterlstics imply a far higher degree 
of technological and capital "divisibility" than was the case with earlier 
vintages. 

Divisibility in turn implies more opport1Dlities for smaller investments 
in specialized product areas - even in highly complex exchange systems - and 
aeans it is possible to .. ster the design and production process oy atag~D, 
thereby gradually learning and accU11Ulating skills to tackle more complex 
products and systems. 

The divisibility of tht technology itself as well as the design stage 
and production process makes for potentially much lover barriers to entry by 
developing countries into the leas complex products such as peripherals 
(intelligent terminals, modern and codec equipment, key systems, mobile radio, 
VDU•, etc.) and some elements of transmission equipment (such as PCM and TDM 
equipment). 
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Likewise, the aodular nature of llOdem exchange aoftvarr aay also 
provide opportunities for entry by soae of the aore advanced de•eloplng 
countries into the design and production of saaller scale privace exchanges -
where the nUllber of US suppliers bas grovn froa 4 in the 1970s to over 1000 in 
the 1910s. ltodularity aeans it is nov possible to continuously improve and 
upgrade a single systea. Brazil, for instance, bas dellODStrated that it ls 
possible for a developing co1111.try to deYelop and produce not only simple 
digital equipment, but fairly CCJllPlex aaall public exchange systems as vell. 
It first developed a 1000 line exchange for rural use, built on this work to 
produce a 4000 line S)"Stea and intends to e~ into aedia1 and large scale 
exchanges on the basis of these developaents.Bl 

Obviously, as vill be discussed belov, the prospects for particular 
developing countries successfully entering telecamaunlcations equi&Jllellt 
production differ greatly depending on their aarket size, stage of econ011ic 
and technological developaent, goverD11ent policies, etc. 

However, the key points to note here are that it is nov auch mere 
feasible for developing countries to gradually "learn' their vay up the chain 
of technological ce>11plexity vith digital telecom111Dications technology than it 
vas with earlier vintages. In the course of doing this, it is also likely 
(and indeed bas ba~pened) that ll&Jl7 of the probleas of •inappropriateness• 
that plague iaported digital euqipaent used in developing countries (because 
it vas designed for the very different technical conditions and operating 
enviro1111ents found in developed countries) cu be overcoae.Jl/ 

llore generally, it ls auch easier for these countries to acc....ulate 
widely applicable lnforaation technology-related skills through •1eamlng-by
doing• in telecOlm\Jlllcations than in other segaenta of the IT c011plex. And 
finally whereas the social and econ011lc case for investing in 
telecotmnnllcatlons is videly accepted as valid for all developing countries 
(and being acted on by ll&DY on a large scale vlth extensive international 
support), this of course is not true vith other IT industries where ll&Jly 
legitillate questions have been raised about the need to establish these 
industries in developing countries. 

It is this conjuncture of investment scale, technological evolution and 
infrastructural development which demonstrates p~verfully that developing 
countries are in the midst of a period of historic importance. Thus for those 
co\Dltries able to justify the effort on social and economic groUDds, the 
process of building up a digital telecOllllUllicationa network could be a crucial 
cornerstone on which their technical progress and industrialization will 
depend in the decades ahead. 

3. Leason• from the newly industrializing cowtriea C1IC1) 

An appreciaticn of tbia dimension of tbe telec011mUDlcation1 aituation 
confronting de,eloping countrie1 it critical to tbe development of policie1 to 
exploit it. Many countriea are either not yet avare of these po11ibilities or 
so far have not yet made a major effort to exploit them. However, tome 
government• in the smaller RIC• and larger economies are indeed fully aware of 
the new and more dynamic role that investments in digital teleco1111unication1 
can play in industrialization. 
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Because of their relatively stronger econ011ies and aore sophisticated 
cadre of policy-llalt•rs, these aore advanced t:cumtries ha•e been in a position 
to respond positively to the possibilities discussed above - and ln the course 
of doing so have becoae aajor factors in the international .. rket. The nature 
of their success ancl the strategies they haYe foll~ved suggests a vay forward 
for other countries - but also indicate potential areas of conflict ancl 
co-operation between public ancl pri•ate sector actors both domestically and 
illternationally. 

Allon& the moat notable nccesses have been the Asian BICs such aa 
tepablic of Korea ancl Taiwan ProYince of China vho, in line vith their overall 
strategies, baYe pursued intenentionist policies in support of local 
equipaent supply firms that pr0110ted their export orientation and 
illternational COllPt!titiYeneas. Amazingly, some of these finu are nov 
emerging as competitors to international telecOllllUllications suppliers in 
particular segaents of the aarket.l!I 

Shlilarly. large. hlport-substituting countries such as China, India, 
Brazil and llexico, vhile not yet competitive in vorld aarkets, have developed 
a broad indi&enous technology developaent and supply capacity in the public 
ancl private sector tbat increasingly incorporates products based on digital 
technology. Brazil"• experience in developing and locally aanufacturing 1000 
line "troplcalized" excbanges is of particular relevance. 

Four policy-related points should be noted about the success of these 
c01mtries in developing an indigenous telecOllllUllications industry. First, 
empirical studies exaaining how these gains were achieved docU11ent a process 
of gradual learning, as the countries accU1RJlated digital design and 
production capacities on a step by step basis.JS./ 

Second, thr4.r achievements in telecomnmications parallel their 
considerable acc~•plisbaents in other technology intensive sectors vhere they 
have likewise developed an export base and strong domestic supply. .ls in 
telecomnmications, the eYidence shows clearly that !here advances were due to 
the active involvement of local fil'llS and research \Dilts in design and 
pro4uction. in turn 1upportecl by deliberate govern11ent intervention to 
facilitat' R&D. technology transfer and the development of local input 
supply.li 

Third, as will be discussed below, the effective aasiailatfon of 
laported technology and, in 1oae ca1es, co-operation with foreign equipaent 
suppliers played a significant role in the capacity accU11Ulation efforts of 
these countries. Finally, there is substantial debate and disagreeaent in the 
literature over the 1hort and long run cost• and benefits of these policies 
both in relation to talec01111UDicationa and other sectors. Critics argue on 
straightforward comparative costs grounds that the equipment and technology 
developed under these policies could have been imported aore cheaply and the 
benefits from its availability passed on aore quickly to local users.l2/ 

While this ar&\llent has some validity it is hardly universally 
applicable. It fails to recognize adequately both the evidence and the 
ar1uaents made above about the unique entry and learning possibilities 
inherent in digital telec01Dunications technology and the long-term benefits 
to these economies of acquiring indigenous capacities in information 
technolo1y. Given these possibilities, a judgement as to whether it ls best 
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to import on short-tera cC111p&rative cost criteria or to invest in local 
learning and local development on long-tera benefit criteria can only be taken 
on a case by case basis. 

4. th;! critical role of foreicn eguiJ!9CDt sgppliers and gowerJlleDt support 

It is obwious that despite the greater possibilities for local learning 
and local equipment supply. scale considerations and technical factors aean 
that the opportunities open to different countries will very 11Uch depend on 
-rket size and the existing technological and economic infrastructure. For 
this r~ason most ... 11er co1Dltries. and incleed aany of the larger economies. 
llUSt accept that they vill remain dependent for their equipment and 
technological requireaents on outside auppliers to varying degrees. In all 
but a few cases. this technological dependence will be coupled vith a 
requireaent for financial assistance to support their inwestaent progr...es. 

Bovewer. the evidence suggests that such relationships need not be 
either as onerous on developing co1Dltries or as 1Dlprofitable to the equipaent 
suppliers as is the case in llaJlY other sectors. llost of the great strides 
forward in technological teras have occurred and are occurring vithin the PITs 
of the advanced countries or vithin the R&D laboratories of the international 
equipaent suppliers such ~:; ITT, Sieaens and Ericsson. 

Consequently. access to the technology and Jtnov-hov developed and 
accU11Ulated by these firms is absolutely essential for the future developaent 
of telec01mUDications capacities in developing co1Dltries. The aore advanced 
countries have recognized this fact and have successfully sought to establish 
various forms of co-operation vith foreign suppliers while at the saae time 
striking the best possible terms for the deal. 

Competitive conditions in vorld .. rkets are in fact currently structured 
in favour of developing co1Dltries. Rany large suppliers have based their 
expansion plans and justified heavy R&D c01111ait11ents, particularly in digital 
exchanges, on the basis of capturing a large share of telec01111UDications 
equipment .. rkets in developing co1Dltries. These .. rkets are of interest to 
the equipment suppliers for two reasons. First, they are already fairly large 
in specific categories in both relative and absolute terms. For example, the 
Latin American market for digital public svitching curently acco1Dlts for 
16.3 per cent of world sales, compared with 27 per cent for Europe and 28 per 
cent for the USA. Second, rates of growth are, in general, higher than in the 
advanced co1Dltries, particularly in areas like peripherals and switching 
technology, where an explosive annual rate of growth of 25 per cent throu'h 
the first few years of the 1990s is predicted for developing countries.ll 

The key characteristic of these markets is that in contrast to the 
de facto closed markets in Japan, Europe and the US, developing country 
.. rkets are unco .. itted and relatively open to competitive bidding. Access to 
and success in these .. rkets ls crucial to international equlpaent supply 
firma vbo by the early 1980s had collectively spent vell over $6 billion to 
develop 16 .. jor systems - all chasing annual unco1Ditted export markets of 
only $2-3 billion. 
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As a result, coapetition for aarket access bas becoae increasingly 
fierce betveen established and nev suppliers. Several large and aediU1t-sized 
developing countries have recognized the existence of this "buyer aarket" and 
utilized the aonopoly purchasing pover of their PTTs to 'encourage' 
competition betveen suppliers not just on price but on criteria such as 
increased local aanufacture of systeas by subsidiaries of foreign firms, and 
in soae regions, lar'e scale technology transfer agreements and co-operation 
in joint "Yentures.li In addition, the suppliers' hoae go7ernaent is 
frequently brought in to "sweeten" the bid with offers of financial support 
and other types of assistance. S•e firas and governaents - such as those 
froa the US and UIC have resisted these pressures - and lost contracts as a 
result. 

The trend towards auch greatec competition between suppliers and the 
culaination of deals invol"Ying genuine technology transfer and go"Yer1111ent 
npport ls well established and widely docuaented. One of the aany exaaples 
coaes froa the struggle between ten aajor suppliers to win a recent Indian 
contract for switching systeas. hentually the French systea (froa 
CIT-Alcatel) won the order - but only after CIT-Alcatel agreed to transfer 
exchange technology and the French governaent was obliged to step in and off er 
an 'aid for trade' cheap loan arrangement and support for a aajor training 
progr ... e in"Yol"Ying French scientists. This is a tactic that the French have 
employed "Yigourously to win contracts in Singapore, Chile, Argentina, Brazil 
and Venezuela - and are using right now to try to vin a contract to establish 
a 300,000 line digital exchange plant in China.!0.1 

Siailar cases could be cited invol"Ying Ericsson (of Sweden) in Brazil, 
Venezuela, Ecuador, and Costa Rica, Cable & Wireless (UIC) in China, Siemens 
(FRG) in Tai~an Province of China and Indonesia - all of which feature the 
saae eleaents of aarket access exchanged for financial support, technology 
transfer and local production as in the French/Indian example. A similar set 
of deals involving Japanese firms offering lov price and favourable technology 
transfer terms to governaents in Latin America and Asia has been proving 
particularly worrying to the established suppliers because it aarlts a further 
breakdown of their longstanding traditional alliances with these governments. 
Firms such as REC (now the third largest supplier of telecOllDUllications 
equipment to developing countries), Fujitsu and Oki have already employed 
these tactics to gain large shares of Third World regional markets - and will 
undoubtedly aggressively continue with this strategy in the future.!11 

5. Concluding policy obseryations 

Over the longer term, developing co1Dltries will gain much benefit if 
they can constructively use the need for large scale investments in 
telec011mUDications to build up their domestic technological capacities. Such 
a strategy must exhibit a number of components. 

First, the main regulatory and procurement authority must recognize the 
development of local capacity as a main priority and equally must appreciate 
the significant opportunities open to it to exploit both the competitive 
market conditions and the divisibility of the technology to achieve these 
objectives. On the one hand this may mean moving away from the reliance on a 
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"cosy• relationship with a single supplier towards aore open competition -
with a critical criter:a for selection being the cOllllitment of the supplier to 
effective technology transfer. 

This implies that a prime initial policy objective must be to build up 
within the Pl'T or regulatory authority the skills and expertise to devise such 
a aulti-faceted strategy. Thes. include, inter alia, the sophisticated 
technical, financial and econo ' -analytical capacities to evaluate 
alternative switching and trans.;:·,:sion design, financing and procurement 
proposals which have capacity building elements in them. 

Second, developing C01Dltries must recognize that the process of capacity 
creation will, in aost cases depend on fairly extensive collaboration with 
foreign suppliers. In line with this, developing countries should appreciate 
the need for suppliers to receive a minimal rate of return and other 
considerations if full co-operation is to be forthcoming. 

At the same time, they must also take steps to ensure they have the 
knowledge of technology trends, the international market conditions facing 
suppliers and the particular strengths and weaknesses of those suppliers in 
order to design an effective strategy that exploits the "buyers market" that 
currently exists. Such knowledge of course is also necessary to make sure 
appropriate equipment and training is actually provided. There are already a 
numb~r of examples of countries who have made digital equipment purchases only 
to find out later that the equipment line provided was subsequently 
discontinued. 

The same sort of pitfall must be avoided where "technology transfer" is 
involved. Realistic targets must be set by the host country - and the 
training delivered needs to be assessed to make sure the right knowledge and 
skills are being supplied. This is not an easy task but has been accomplished 
elsewhere.~/ 

Third, to support the above efforts, there must be an accurate 
information base regarding local market conditions, the capacities and 
weaknesses of local suppliers and the learning possibilities inherent in th~ 
technology being sought. This will allow the design of a realistic strategy 
of technology acquisition coupled with support for local skill development. 
Of course, care must be taken to ensure the learning progranme does not incur 
substantial opport1D1ity costs due to overlong learning periods on the part of 
recalcitrant and inefficient local suppliers only interested in the financial 
rewards. 

Thia auggeata that an important part of policy measures in this area 
should be the use of competition or the threat of competition to ensure local 
suppliers take all the necessary steps to learn and produce efficiently. This 
could incl~de requiring local suppliers-public and private-to aumbit to price, 
quality, technology and delivery-time targets baaed on international 
standards, with penalties, including op1?11ing up to foreign competition if the 
targets are not met. 

Finally, since part of the justification for investing in capacity 
accumulation in teleco111111unications lies in the gains flowing from the wider 
diffuaio~ of these skills throughout the economy, an important element of this 
capacity development strategy must be to identify the mechanisms by which this 
can take place. There are a number of ways this can be tackled. 
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For£ign suppliers can be "encouraged" to provide start-up assistance and 
training to new firms in areas related to telec0111Dunications technology, for 
example, in software design and peripheral production. At the same time, more 
people than are directly necessary could also be trained during the main 
training phase of the investment project. Given that conditions differ 
greatly between countries, different domestic manufacturing strategies would 
be required. 

- Leaving aside the BICs, if first the larger economies sueh as India 
and China are considered, their 1111rket size and broad equipment 
requirements suggest the need for access to foreign knowledge on a 
large scale, including support for training and local R&D in the 
design and manufacture of central exchanges, transmission and 
peripheral equipment. 

- For smaller. "second tier" economies such as Thailand, Indonesia, 
etc., the needs are similar but not so extensive. These countries 
have to build up their software and hardware design capabilities to 
allow them to modify imported technology to suit local conditions. 
They do not need a central exchange capability - yet - but do need to 
negotiate contracts which give them the training, facilities and 
support structure to carry out a limited amount of manufacturing and 
technical change in peripherals and transmission equipment. 

- Finally for the much larger group of smaller, poorer countries in 
Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and other regions, market size, locnl 
capacities and the purchasing power of their PTTs are substantially 
lower than in the larger economies. Thus their aims and policies will 
need to be less ambitious than those of the RICs and the larger 
economies. Nevertheless, these cour1tries will or should eventually be 
making sustained ~nvestments in their telecoD111unications 
infrastructure an~ the learning possibilities inherent in these 
investments must be explored rather than simply written off from the 
beginning. Training in planning, installation and maintenance is 
necessary of course and must be an element of any contract or 
technical assistance agreement negotiated. Access to manufacturing 
know-how, however, should really only be pursued in relation to some 
peripherals - and perhaps some transmission equipment depending on 
market size. It is in relation to these countries that the prospects 
for regional and international collaboration need to be explored most 
aggressively. (These issues are discussed in Chapter VI.) 

One final area of policy action to be discussed relates not to local 
producers of telecoanunication equipment and services but to local users in 
the industrial sector. As suggested earlier, simply having access to a 
sophisticated telecommunications network and having services available do not 
guarantee that local users will benefit. Milch more needs to be done, though 
the steps that need to be taken are to be integrated with elements of 
education, informatics, foreign investment and indus~rial development policy. 
Here some of these elements are only briefly mentioned. 

First, care must be taken to ensure the services •hat are made available 
are those that are most needed by local users, foreign and domestic. As there 
is likely to be considerable mismatch between the needs of local users and 
Vhat is available, this suggests new product opportunities for local service 
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providers. Identifying these and supporting their development might be an 
area for government support. 

Second, if foreign users - as is to be expected - will take greater 
advantage then steps must be taken to identify the training and support 
services necessary to allov local firms to effectively use the new services as 
well. Doing this mi&ht initially require the mo'Ullting of an education and 
awareness campaign to show local users how on-line access to data bases, 
aarketing information, etc. can be an effective element of competitive 
strategy. This has proved to be a very difficult objective to accomplisu 
quicltly even in the developed colDltries. Educating and convincing users on 
the importance of teleconmunications services and indeed IT in general in 
developing countries is likely to involve a long-:el'll COlllllitment. 

Third, and beyond the above, suppGrt may be needed to assist in the 
selection, design and installation of the necessary equipment and software as 
well as monitoring the learning period, providing training for aanagers and 
support staff, etc. Again there are opportlDlities for local suppliers that 
should be explored. If these are scarce, joint venture arrangements might be 
explored with foreign suppliers to help establish local support and training 
services. This would also be a good area to involve trained personnel 
(involved in software prograaning, system designt product engineering, 
technical education, etc.) from the 1Dliversities and public sector R&D 
institutions in the supply of these services since it would also expose them 
to the realities of an industrial environment. 

There are many other steps that could be taken in these areas. Ideally 
such policies should be designed purely with reference to telecon1111n1ications 
but as part of broader co\Dltry-wide efforts to formulate and implement an 
informatics policy aimed at ensuring that the co1Dltry takes the right 
decisions with regard to the acquisition, introduction and effective use of 
all aspects of Information Technology. 
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VI. PiOSPECTS FOR REGIONAL CO-OPERATION ARD THE NECESSITY FOR 
INTERNATIORAL COMPROMISE 

Technological change and related pressures for regulatory reform in 
telecoD1Dunications are creating both opportunities and contentious problems 
for developing countries at regional and international levels. The same 
factors that have led to new possibilities for individual countries to exploit 
the "buyers market" in telecomnunications to negotiate better terms and open 
up learning opportunities operate at the regional level as well. 

Similarly because of the unique character of telecoD1Dunications as a 
critical part of the international infrastructure and as "global highways" for 
the Information Age, developing countries are facing major pressures to 
acconmodate radical open-market oriented changes in the regulation of 
international flows of teleconnunications-related services. The policy issues 
arising from these areas are explored in this last chapter. 

1. Rew and unexploited prospects for regional collaboration: evidence 
from Latin America 

The changes discussed earlier have created many new opportunities for 
regional groupings of developing countries to explore ways in which they can 
use their common need for telecommunications to overcome some of the problems 
posed by small size in relation to both procurement and local design and 
manufacture. It is easiest to discuss and illustrate these possibilities in 
relation to a specific region. The following comments on regional 
collaboration issues focus on Latin America where comparatively good 
information on investment plans and existing collaboration agreements 
exists.!J/ 

Excluding Brazil, Mexico, Argentina and Venezuela, the four largest 
countries in terms of telecoD1Dunications demand, the remaining Latin American 
countries account for approximately 25 per cent of total sales - around $455 
million in 1985. This constitutes a substantial demand overall and there are 
plans in individual countries to install digital technology which in turn open 
up some limited possibilities for local learning and manufacture. For 
example, in Colombia, which at sales of $105 mill1on in 1985, has one of the 
largest of the smaller country markets, a shift to fully digital technology is 
planned during the 1990s. Imports from European and possibly Japanese 
suppliers were expected to make up the bulk of the investment - but in fact 
the Colombian PTT could use its procurement power to stimulate local 
involvement. 

There are some examples of local development revealing a surprising 
degree of expertise in telecoD1Dunications technology. For example, Uruguay 
has developed and installed 100 line SPC automatic telegraph exchanges. 
However, by and large the countries are heavily dependent on imports and their 
amall markets pose aerious constraints. 

Revertheless, if one looks closer at their investment plans, 
posaibilities for collaboration do reveal themselves. For instance, 
Colombia's proposed expansion of teleconununications in the Amazon region could 
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be an opport1Dlity for co-operation with Brazil which is also involved with 
co1m1Dlications projects in the region. Similarly, Paraguay because of its 
large demand for rural exchanges is supporting development work in two 
electronics institutes. This effort could be strengthened greatly via 
collaboration with Brazil which has developed rural exchanges and is willing 
to engage in technology sharing. Virtually the same situation exists with 
reference to Costa Rica and its need for rural exchanges. 

In Peru, where the equipment market is expected to reach $80 million 
annually by 1990, there are plans to set up an R&~ centre to support a shift 
to SPC technology and the possibility of local participation in peripheral and 
perhaps transmission equipment. Virtually the same scenario is forecast in 
Bolivia and Chile, both heavy importers, both switching to digital technology, 
and both looking for ways to build up local capabilities. 

It appears that for any of these individual hopes for local development 
and local capacity creation to reach fruition, regional collaboration is 
essential. In this context it is noteworthy that one of the key 
characteristics of telecommunications is the need for regional countries to 
co-operate in the establishment of technical compatability in international 
collllllunications. 

These forms of regional co-operation do exist in Latin America (and in 
other regions) and could be strengthened and built upon - CONTELCA and INCATEL 
in Central America (including as members Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Honduras and Nicaragua); CITEL and ASETA in the Andean subregion. In the past 
some joint projects in installing microwave systems and regional training have 
already been undertaken. Indeed in 1981, a basic scientific and technological 
co-operation agreement was reached in Peru involving 10 countries that could 
have laid the groundwork for extensive collaboration in purchasing and 
technology development. 

Some of these projects have succeeded whereas a number have not - for 
instance ASETA had established plans for wider integration in the region via a 
major satellite programme but this appears to have been abandoned. There may 
be good economic, technical, even political reasons for this and other 
failures but the fact remains that, as of the mid-1980s, despite many 
possibilities, little progress has in fact been made towards regional 
telecommunications collaboration in Latin America. 

In Latin America, and in other regions as well, thert is far greater 
scope for technology sharing, trading agreements and specialization in 
manufacturing than has so far been achieved. These are costly opportunities 
that are being wasted - and once missed will not reappear. This suggests that 
aggressively exploring the possibilities for regional collaboration should be 
a priority item on the agenda of telecommunications investment plans in all 
developing coi;ntries. 

2. International regulation and the search for a compromise 

Within the international regulatory sphere, the principal area for 
discussion, debate and decision-making is the ITU (the International 
Telecommunications Union), a specialized agency of the UN which has 
traditionally been the main forum for setting regulations governing 
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international telecOlmunications.44/ The ITU has also become a aajor actor 
in support of developing country efforts to build up their telec01111UDications 
sector.§/ 

During the 1980s, the aain pre-occupation of the ITU has been vich hov 
tn aanage the international diaension of the ongoing transition froia a stable 
era of international exchange based on conventional telecommmications to a 
period featuring the rapid growth of a variety of services due to the 
convergence of digital telecOllllUl1ications, computing technology and aedia 
braodcast technologies. 

A central feature of this nev contat is that the saae tensions which 
exist between regulatory and developmental concerns at the national level (as 
discussed in Chapter IV), have also peraeoted international telecommmications 
relationq between advanced and developing countries. These struggles have 
produced contentious and often acrillonious debate and discussion and so far 
many of the aain issues have not been settled. Finding a solution vill demand 
major concessions from both sides. 

Over the past decade the iapact of technological advance, new 
specialized uses for international networks, the rap!d diffussion of nev 
services and pressures for openness in international trade have placed great 
strain on the ITU and its operating groups.!61 Kev market entrants, 
supplying a wide range of information services for education, c01m1erce, 
banking, industry and aany other areas, have emerged as autonomous service 
providers - outside the jurisdiction of the traditional PTT carriers and the 
ITU. 

As a result, it is widely agreed that the aisting regulations (decided 
upon in 1973) are now out of date and need to be fundamentally overhauled. 
Though the technical aspects are complex, the two main issues facing the ITU 
can be simply stated as (a) whether the new international teleroaaunications 
services should be regulated at all, and (b) if so, to what extent they should 
be regulated. The next ro\Dld of ITU international conferences in late 1988 
and 1989 are viewed as a major test case in its ability to provide a broad 
regulatory framework for the 1990s and beyond. 

a. Tbe pro-regulatory stance of the JIU and the developed covntry opposition 

The ITU wants to extend its jurisdiction over new services (and their 
providers), and wishes to make compliance with ITU recoaaendations mandatory. 
Ho•·ever, there are many powerful opponents to the ITUs moves to maintain close 
regulatory control over international flows of telecoamunications services. 

The US, the UK and the large International Telecoam\Dlications Users 
Group (IRTUG) in particular argue that the ITU should adopt a minimal 
regulatory approach, to be applied only to basic transmission and service 
provision (i.e. telephone, telegraph and telex). In short, they believe that 
compulsory standards and regulations would limit consumer choice, prevent 
competition, restrain innovation1~and in effect 'strangle the new information 
technology revolution at birth.'!t.L/ 
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The l'IU's case for extending regulatory control to serYices and their 
providers rests on the need to consolidate the worldwide operation of one 
integrated standardized serYice network, and to ensure that individuals and 
countries have equitable access to both basic and enhanced serYices - a 
position that is largely end~rsed by the developing countries. 

b. Issues of transb9rcler data flo~=s 

One specific fund.aental area of conflict is in the regulation of 
transborder data flows (TBDFs) - which itself is part of a auch larger 
contentious Borth-South debate over trade in serYices that will begin to be 
formally tackled within CATT this yr.ar. third World countries are still 
highly dependent on developed countries for data processing and information 
serYices and they fear that control over TBDFs by private sector entitites -
both large and saall - in the developed countries could in fact liait the 
transfer of information to the developing countries either because access will 
be denied outright or because the teras of access will be too stringent and 
costly. 

Another major concern is that TBDF can occur between TRC parent and 
subsidiaries without the knowledge and control of the governaent and could 
then be used to the COlllllercial advantage of the foreign fira and result in 
loss of revenue to the developing country. they aay for example, be able to 
place bids for aineral exploration rights based on lcnowledge not available to 
doaestic fi?'llS or devise strategies for negotiating with the government based 
on insider lcnowledge.!ll 

Soae developing countries have therefore registered strong disapproval 
at aoves to prevent the ITU to have any say in the regulation and content of 
TBDFs. the stage is thus set for a contentious set of debates over the 
general issue of TBDF and the specific ITU proposals on this t~pic described 
earlier. A this time it is unclear what the outcoae will be.!i/ 

Given the very high stakes involved in the decisions to be taken at the 
forthcoming ITU conferences, the possibility exists that if the ITU and the 
developing countries do not give way on developed cotnltry demands for 
flexibility and minimal regulation in major areas of conflict (including also 
the allocation of satellite services), the latter groups will reaain equally 
firm thus throwing the whole system of international teleco1m\Dlications 
regulation into a state of f\Dldamental 1Dlcertainty.~I 

c. A compromise solµlis!n 

These damaging conflicts have ari•en at the international ltvel because 
each side believes its position to be mutually exclusive. It co~ld be argued, 
however, that there are large areas of complementarity between them but that 
to find these, each side has to recognize the validity of the others position. 

The thrust of this argument is that a pluralist approach needs to be 
pursued in relation to the contentious issues now separating Borth and South 
in teleco1111unications. The ITU and the developing countries should recognize 
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that the aassive increases in financial resources required to aeet their basic 
infrastructural needs can only coae froa international sources. These 
resources can best be gPDerated and supplied within an international econoay 
that is groving rapidly. 

The rapid global diffusion of telecom1111Dications services and resources 
is critical to st:laulating global grovth because of the expansionary effects 
of these services and the nev technology on all areas of econoaic activity. 
Deregulation and relatively free exchange within the industrialized countries 
ls the best vay to achieve this - and thus create the conditions for resource 
transfer. The aajor concession required of the l'IU and developing coUlltries 
therefore is that they accept that aarket allocation principles could be 
applied to the question of nev service regulation within a fr..evork 
adllinistered at the international level. 

The developed countries should at the s..e tiae recognize the legitiaacy 
of Third World fears that the single-minded pursuit of total de-regulation and 
an unrestrained .. rket free-for-all, without making allowance for 
telec0111111Dications resource transfers, could increase the gap between Korth 
and South at an extraordinarily rapid pace and effectively eliainate whole 
segaents of the Third World froa participating in the 110st dynaaic sectors of 
the global econoay in the future. 

Thus, the western countries would have to accept the need for regulation 
of the basic international infrastructure. At the same tiae, they should make 
aajor C011111itaents to support a planned expansion of telec01111111lications in the 
poorer re,ions and to ensure adequate access to international resources in the 
future.~ Ideally this should be done within the fraaevork of the ITU (and 
the nev Centre for Telec01111111lications Development) by making 110re funds 
available and seconding technical and training staff. Steps should also be 
taken to ensure the aore effective participation of developing countries in 
the deliberations of the vorking c011111ittees of the l'IU by contributing 
financial assistance and extending training and inforaation to those 
involved.~/ 

These aoves vould allow the ITU COllll·ittees to carry ,ut their important 
work with regard to ISDK and other issues that are of primary interest to 
developed countries, while at the same time ensuring that the needs of the 
Third World can be met as well. In return for this, developing countries 
should drop their reluctance to allow the work of t~e c01111ittees on these 
issues to go ahead. 
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VII. GEllERAL CORCLUSIORS 

'Ihe de•elopaental concerns of the 'Ihird Vorld with regard to 
telecommunications are legitiaate on historical, econoaic and technological 
grounds. 'Ihe rapid expansion of their telecommunications network is a key 
deterainant of econoaic growth - but this expansion needs to be carried out in 
a planned and equitable aanner that also allows for the creation of indigenous 
technological capacities when this is feasible. 

'Ihe structure and 1YDageaent of the telecammunications network reflects 
aany of the problems characteristic of the conditions of underde•elopment -
underin•estaent, liaited aYailability and poor serYice; inadequate and often 
11,yoplc 1YDage11ent; excessi•e regulation and state interference and the biased 
allocation of resources towards the high incoae urban groups away froa 
S11bslstence incoae rural populations. 'Ihese difficulties are coapounded by 
the unique pressures, opportunities and dangers caused by technological change 
and the ongoing re•olution in international telecammunications and the 
accoapanying explosion in transnational flows of inforaatlon and serYices. 

Two broad challenges face the developing countries as a result of the 
abo•e. First they need to take steps to transfora telecommunications and 
their aain service providers into dynaaic, efficient engines of development at 
three levels - rapid expansion of the basic Infrastructure giving due weight 
to rural requireaents, via investaent in the creation of huaan, enterprise and 
institutional capabilities in inforaation technology for design, service and, 
where feasible, aanufacture of equipment and peripherals; and by ensuring that 
the telecomaunications needs of the c011mercial sector are aet as efficiently 
as possible. 'Ihis will certainly require major refora of P1Ts to push thea in 
a aore efficient, coapetitive and innovative direction as well as a recasting 
of the nature of governaent involvement particularly In the financial area 
where a way needs to be fo1Dld to put aore resources into the sector rather 
than taking thea out.. 

Second, developaent iaplies greater integration with the world economy 
and Inevitably greater dependence on the developed econ011ies. 'Ihis is 
particularly the case in relation to telec011mUDications both for technological 
reasons and because the investaent levels required are far beyond the capacity 
of aost C01Dltries - external resources are essential. If developing co1Dltries 
vish to capture benefits frOll the grovth of the vorld information econoay they 
vill ha•e to do their part to ensure that conditions exist that vill stiaulate 
global exchange and econoaic grovth - this aeans facilitating the relatively 
rapid and free diffusion of new services. At the saae tiae, they need to 
reach a 11Qtually advantageous accOllllOdation with international firms both in 
teras of their d011estic operations and vis-·a-vis the international exchange of 
services. 

Making progress towards both goals does not deaand that developing 
co1Dltries privatize, break up their aonopolies, alluv foreign COllpetition or 
cede national sovereignity and autonoay to outside entities in matters of 
regulation and Information flov. In ~o:e c:~e:, hevever, liber:li::ticn :ay 
bring benefits. The aore advanced developing countries, for their part, have 
to realize that they aay be moving into a position where they could benefit 
overall from relaxation of the more restrictive elements of their regulatory 
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reglae. this is particularly the case vhere the pursuit of e%p0rts is an 
objective and vhere steps aust nov be taken to ensure the international 
c-.petitiveness of d011estic producers and the existence of an environment 
attractive to foreign firms. 

Kevertheless, SOiie regions of the developing vorld - particularly the 
poorer countries - are not yet sufficiently advanced to take advantage of the 
powerful ability of liberalization policies to stillulate illprove11ent in 
perforaance. this requires a aini111111 degree of indigeous, dynaaic 
technological and industri~l capabilities coupled vith a stable institutional 
fraaevork that, in effect, defines the •rules of the gaae• and allovs the 
advantages of liberalization to be captured by the vhole econoay. Unless 
these ainillUll conditions exist, aarket oriented solutions could vell have the 
effect of further reducing public accountability and transferring incOlle to 
the already aost favoured groups in the economy. 

the challenge the developing countries face is trying to fonaulate 
policies that address both their equity concerns and the need for efficiency 
and innovativeness vithin the dOllestic context; while also finding the right 
balance between independence and interdependence in their relations vith the 
global economy and developed countries. these are difficult accOllllOdations to 
achieve. But their iaportance to the long-tel'll prospects for econoaic advance 
in the Third World aeans these issues llUSt be tackled vith great urgency in 
the current period. The costs of not doing so are likely to be unacceptably 
high. 
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